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ABSTRACT 

A hierarchy of vector fields (master symmetries ) and homogeneous nonlinear 

Poisson structures associated with the Toda lattice are constructed and the various 

connections between them are investigated. Among their properties: new brackets 

are generated from old ones by using Lie-derivatives in the direction of certain 

vector fields; the infinite sequences obtained consist of compatible Poisson brackets 

in which the constants of motion for the Toda lattice are in involution. The vector 

fields in the construction are unique up to addition of a Hamiltonian vector field. 

Similarly the Poisson brackets are unique up to addition of a trivial Poisson bracket. 

These are Poisson tensors generated by wedge products of Hamiltonian vector fields. 

The non-trivial brackets may also be obtained by the use of r-matrices; we give 

formulas and prove this for the quadratic and cubic Toda brackets. We also indicate 

how these results can be generalized to other (semisimple) Toda flows and we give 

explicit formulas for the rank 2 Lie algebra of type B 2 • The main tool in this 

calculation is Dirac's constraint bracket formula. Finally we study nonlinear Poisson 

brackets associated with orbits through nilpotent conjugacy classes in glen, R) and 

formulate some conjectures. We determine the degree of the transverse Poisson 

structure through such nilpotent elements in glen, R) for n :s; 7. This is accomplished 

also by the use of Dirac's bracket formula. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this thesis is the study of nonlinear Poisson brackets. 

Nonlinear Poisson brackets appear naturally in classical Mechanics, Physics and 

Mathematics. We will examine nonlinear Poisson brackets that occur in integrable 

systems; the main concentration here will be on the Toda lattice. The second exam-

pIe we consider involves Lie groups; specifically we will examine Poisson structures 

associated to orbits through nilpotents in glen, R). 

A Poisson bracket on a C= manifold M is a Lie algebra structure on the 

associative algebra of smooth functions on M. The Lie algebra structure and the 

associative structure are related by the rule {j, gh} = {j, g}h + {j, h }g. The notion 

of a Poisson manifold was known to S. Lie but it was popularized recently by A. 

Lichnerowicz [16] and A. Weinstein [25]. The Poisson bracket is a generalization of 

the symplectic Poisson bracket of classical mechanics. 

The classical Hamiltonian formalism takes place on R2N. Let H : R2N -t R 

be a smooth function. Hamilton's equations, with Hamiltonian function H, are the 

differential equations 

. oH 
Pi=--· 

OQi 
0.1 

Given F, G: R2N -t R the symplectic bracket (or the standard Poisson bracket) 

of F and G is the function 

0.2 
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Using this bracket, Hamilton's equations take the simple form 

F= {F,H}. 0.3 

It was observed by Poisson that if F and G are constants of motion for Hamilton's 

equations then so is their bracket {F, G}. This statement follows from the Jacobi 

identity which is satisfied by the bracket 0.2. 

It became clear in the 19th century that certain systems resist this canonical 

formulation. As an e:~ample we point out the Euler equations of a free rigid bcdy. 

They are given by 

0.4 

where h, 12 , 13 are moments of inertia and Xl, X2, X3 are the angular moments. 

Since we have an odd number of equations, these equations cannot be written in 

a canonical form using the symplectic bracket 0.2. However, if we introduce the 

following Poisson bracket on the functions of R3 = {x = (Xt,X2,X3)lxi E R} 

{F, G}(x) = -x· (\IF x \lG) , 0.5 

and the Hamiltonian 

1 2 2 2 

H ( Xl X2 X3) =--+-+- , 
2 11 12 13 

0.6 

then Euler's equations become 

F= {F,H}. 
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Formula 0.5 is an example of a Lie-Poisson bracket. Suppose in Rn with coor-

dinates (Xl, X2, ••• ,Xn ) we define 

{Xi,Xj} = I>fjXk 0.7 
k 

where cfj are structure constants for a Lie algebra. This linear bracket can be 

extended to arbitrary C= functions using the formula 

0.8 

the result is a Poisson bracket which is known as the Lie-Poisson bracket. It will be 

defined more precisely in section 1. Classifying linear Poisson brackets is equivalent 

to classifying Lie algebras. 

The next step is to classify quadratic Poisson brackets. i.e. brackets defined in 

local coordinates by 

{ Xi, x j} = L. cfJ x k x I • 

k,l 

0.9 

For this class of brackets no classification is known yet. Quadratic brackets were 

introduced by E.K. Skyanin [23] in connection with the Yang-Baxter equation. A 

quadratic Poisson bracket also appears in a well known integrable system, the Toda 

lattice, which will be the main example in this thesis. 

The Toda lattice is a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian 

0.10 

with qo = qN+l = O. Hamilton's equations become 

0.11 
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and under Flaschka's change of variables they can also be represented as a Lax pair, 

t = [B, L], where 

b1 al 0 0 

al b2 a2 

L= 0 a2 b3 

aN-l 
0 aN-I bN 

is a Jacobi matrix. The Lax pair representation implies that the eigenvalues of L are 

integrals for the Toda lattice. The symplectic Poisson bracket in the variables Pi, qi 

transforms to a degenerate Lie-Poisson bracket in the variables ai, bi and since the 

bracket {ai, bj} is a linear function of the a's and b's we call it WI; the subscript "1" 

signifies homogeneity of degree 1. The functions H n = ~Tr Ln are in involution, and 

the Casimir for this bracket is HI = Tr L. There is a Lie algebraic interpretation of 

this bracket. It was shown by Kostant [13] that the equation t = [B, L] is equivalent 

to the equations of motion generated by the Hamiltonian H2 = tTr L2 on the orbit 

through the Jacobi matrix L of a coadjoint action. The action is that of the lower 

triangular group on the dual of its Lie algebra, which may be identified with the 

set of symmetric matrices. 

A quadratic Toda bracket, which we call W2, appears in a paper of M. Adler 

[1]. It is a Poisson bracket in which the Hamiltonian vector field generated by HI 

is the same as the Hamiltonian vector field generated by H2 with respect to the WI 

bracket; this type of relation is called a Lenard relation. The Lenard relations can 

be written in the form MXj-1 = N Xh where Xj = grad Hj and N, M, are the 

component matrices for WI and W2 respectively. A cubic bracket, W3, was found by 

Kupershmidt [15] via the infinite Toda lattice. The functions FIn are in involution 
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with respect to W}, W2, and W3, and Lenard-type relations hold among these brack

ets. In many systems [18], M X j - 1 = N Xj implies that R = N-l M is a recursion 

operator [20] and it can be used to define new Poisson structures via Wj+! = RWj. 

This method works if for example N is invertible, but in our case ker M =I- ker N 

and this approach fails. There cannot be such an R. In this thesis, using new tech-

niques, we complete the sequence WI, W2, W3 and obtain an infinite sequence of 

compatible brackets, W = {W},W2,W3,W4, ..• }, where Wn is homogeneous of de

gree n. Two Poisson brackets are compatible if their sum is also Poisson. This is 

not an automatic condition, since the requirement of being Poisson is a quadratic 

condition on the components of the 2-tensor. In the process of this construction we 

study other invariants of the Toda lattice. These are various sequences of functions, 

vector fields, and Poisson 2-tensors that respect the Hamiltonian structure of the 

integrable system. They satisfy interesting commutation relations which have been 

found in other integrable systems. 

In section 3 we prove the following Theorems (The symbol [. , .] denotes the 

Schouten bracket, which is defined in 1.1 ). 

Theorem A There exists a sequence of vector fields X = {Xnl i = -1, 0, 1, ... } 

such that 

The differential of the map 

where AI,···, AN are the eigenvalues of L, maps Xn to the vector field en = 

2:~1 Ai+1 at, and we have lei, ej] = (j - i)ei+j. Xn is actually any representative 
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of an equivalence class of vector fields, any two of which differ by a Hamiltonian 

vector field XH,. Note that [XHn, H,] = 0 for all I. Vector fields which satisfy ii) 

are called master symmetries in Fuchssteiner [9]. They map members of the Lax 

hierarchy (in this case the XHn) into other members of the Lax hierarchy. They also 

map the set of constants of motion {Tr Ln, n = 1, 2, ... } into itself. In other words, 

invariants go into new invariants. Similar situations occur in other integrable sys

tems such as the KdV, the Burgers equation, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvilii equation 

and many more [18]. 

Theorem B There exists a sequence of Poisson brackets, W = {Wl, W2, . .. }, such 

that 

i) Wi and Wj are compatible. 

ii) The functions Hn are in involution with respect to all of the wn's. 

iii) -[Xn, wm ] = (n - m + 2) W n+m ' where Xn is the vector field of Theorem A, 

and -[Xn' w m ] = LXn Wm is the Lie de1ivative of Wm in the direction of X n . 

Again Wn represents an equivalence class of Poisson tensors. Any two of them 

differ by a trivial bracket w, which predictably satisfies [w, H,J = 0 for alII. These 

trivial brackets, which are the analogues of Hamiltonian vector fields XH, at the 

level of 2-tensors, turn out to be decomposable in the form XHi 1\ XHj. The formula 

-[Xn' w m ] = (n - m + 2) W n+m is a well known representation of the Lie algebra 

of vector fields on Sl [11]. 

The original idea for the method of Gection 3 came from the theory of defor

mations of Poisson Lie algebras [8] . The deformations of a Poisson bracket are 

determined and controlled by the cohomology groups of the Poisson Lie algebra, 
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which is the Lie algebra on COO(M) defined by the Poisson bracket. One can verify 

that the quadratic bracket, W2, is a deformation of the linear one, WI. It is natural 

to ask whether the co cycle which defines the deformation is exact. It turns out that 

it is. The compatibility condition, which can be expressed as [WI, W2] = 0, means 

that W2 is closed in the cohomology of WI. Theorem B shows that W2 is in fact ex

act in the cohomology of WI. We will not pursue the point of view of deformations, 

but it will become clear throughout section 3 that most of the results obtained are 

statements about the cohomology of Poisson brackets. 

Multiple Poisson brackets seem to be related with integrability, e.g. [12,17,18]. 

However the precise connection between integrability and the various notions such 

as multiple Poisson brackets, bihamiltonian systems, recursion operators and master 

symmetries is not yet clearly understood. This work is just another step towards 

understanding the connection. 

In section 4 we use r-matrices to derive the Poisson brackets of Theorem B. The 

theory of r-matrices is usually connected with the Yang-Baxter equation and also 

with the construction of a Poisson Lie group; see Drinfeld [6]. Drinfeld considers 

the following construction. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let el, ... , en 

be a basis of g and aj be the left invariant vector field on G defined by ej. Finally, 

let j, g :G ~ R be Coo functions on G and define 

{j,g} = L r
jj 

ad ajg . 
ij 

0.12 

Then, {j,g} is a Poisson bracket iff R = l:ij rijei &> ej satisfies the Yang-Baxter 

equation. 

An r-matrix is defined as follows: It is linear operator R : g ~ g such that the 
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bracket 

[X, Y]R = [RX, Y] + [X, RY] 0.12 

defines a second Lie algebra structure on g. In [22] Semenov Tian-Shansky explains 

the connection of r-matrices with integrable systems and is the basic reference for 

this subject. In section 4 we use the r-matrix approach to obtain the sequence of 

brackets {wn I n = 1,2" .. } of theorem B. Since there are no explicit formulas for 

Wn for n ~ 4 we prove this result for n = 2, 3. (For n = 1 the result is trivial). 

In section 5 we try to generalize the results of section 3 in the following sense: 

The flow of the Toda lattice can be realized on a coadjoint orbit in f3*, where f3 

is a Borel subalgebra of sl(n, R) = An-I. Similar flows exist for other semisimple 

Lie algebras. We attempt to extend the results of section 3 to other semisimple Lie 

algebras. Here is an outline of a procedure for the case of Bn. First, realize Bn as 

a subspace of A2n by imposing suitable constraints on the Jacobi matrices for A 2n . 

Straightforward restriction of Wn from A 2n to Bn fails because the Lie algebra of Coo 

functions on Bn is not a Lie-ideal in the corresponding Lie algebra of Coo functions 

on A 2n . However, we can obtain a Poisson bracket on Bn by using Dirac's constraint 

bracket formula. This bracket, which was used by Dirac originally for some problems 

in quantum mechanics, is suitable for this situation. It works because the Poisson 

bracket of the constraint functions ( with respect to the Wn bracket) defines a 

symplectic bracket whose matrix we can invert. 

In section 5 we illustrate this procedure for the case of B2 and we give explicit 

formulas for the restriction of W2 from A4 to B 2 . We obtain a quadratic bracket on 

B2 which is analogous to the usual quadratic An Toda bracket. The only difference 

is that this new bracket is not polynomial. 

Dirac's formula was also used by Y.G. Oh [19] to compute the transverse Pois-
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son structure of certain coadjoint orbits. In his work he proves that if the isotropy 

algebra admits a complementary subalgebra, then the transverse structure is at 

most quadratic. The transverse structure appears in a theorem of A. Weinstein, the 

so called "splitting theorem", which we now state. 

Proposition 0.1 Let Xo be a point in a Poisson manifold M. Then near xo, M 

is isomorphic to a product S X N where S symplectic, N is Poi,qson manifold, and 

the rank of N at Xo is zero. 

S is called the symplectic leaf through Xo and N is called the transverse Poisson 

structure at Xo. N is unique up to isomorphism. 

In section 6 we examine the transverse Poisson structures through a nilpotent matrix 

Xo in gl(n,R). Oh's Theorem states that under certain conditions the transverse 

Poisson bracket is quadratic. At the conclusion of section 6 we state some conjectures 

regarding the degree of the transverse structures, and we determine the degree of 

the transverse structure for gl( n, R) for n ~ 7. The coordinates we use to calculate 

the transverse Poisson structures are the ones described by V.1. Arnold [2]. We 

conjecture the following: 

i) The transve1'se Poisson structure through a nilpotent X o, in suitable coordinates, 

is at most of degree not exceeding the dimension of the maximum Jordan block of 

Xo. 

ii) In these coordinates the transverse structure, which is calculated using Dirac's 

formula, is always polynomial. 
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BACKGROUND RESULTS 

1.1 First we define the Schouten bracket following Lichnerowicz [16]. Let M be 

a Coo manifold and N = Coo (M) the algebra of Coo real valued functions on M. 

All tensors, including functions and vector fields, will be assumed to be smooth. A 

contravariant, antisymmetric tensor of order p will be called just a p-tensor. These 

tensors form a superspace T, i.e. a vector space with a Z2 grading 

T = Tcven EEl Todd 1.1 

where Tevcn = To EEl T2 EEl . . . and Todd = Tl EEl T3 . .. . So To = functions, Tl = 

vector fields, T2 = 2-tensors etc. We can give T a Lie-superalgebra structure via 

the Schouten bracket. 

The Schouten bracket assigns to each p-tensor A and q-tensor B a (p+q-l)

tensor denoted by [A, B] which can be defined as follows: For each closed (p+q -1)

form ct, 

1.2 

For p = 1 we have [A, B] = LAB, where LA is the ordinary Lie derivative in the 

direction of the vector field A. 

The bracket satisfies: 

i) 

[A, B] = (-lyQ[B, A] ; 1.3 
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ii) If C is an r-tensor, 

(-1)pq [[B, Cl, A] + (_l)qr [[C, Al, B] + (-lrp [[A, Bl, c] = 0 j 1.4 

iii) 

[A, B /\ Cl = [A, Bl /\ C + (-l)pq+q B /\ [A, Cl . 

In local coordinates, the components of [A, B] are given by 

( -l)P 

p!(q - I)! 

1.5 

1.6 

where € is the Kronecker symbol and 01 is the partial derivative with respect to l. 

1.2 A Poisson bracket on M is a bilinear map { , } : COO(M) x COO(M) --t COO(M), 

such that 

i) {j,g} = -{g,f} 

ii) {j,{g,h}} + {g,{h,f}} + {h,{j,g}} = 0 (J acobi Identity) 

iii) {j,gh} = {j,g}h+{j,h}g (Leibniz rule) 

Properties i) and ii) define a Lie algebra structure on N. A Poisson manifold is a 

manifold M together with a Poisson bracket { , } . The local structure of Poisson 

manifolds is studied in Weinstein [25l. 

The Poisson bracket gives rise to a 2-tensor w such that 

{j,g} = (w , df /\ dg). 1.7 
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where ( , ) is the pairing between 2-tensors and 2-forms. Jacobi's identity is equiv

alent to the condition [w, w] = O. Therefore, we could define a Poisson manifold by 

giving a pair (M, w) where M is a manifold and W a contravariant antisymmetric 

2-tensor satisfying [w,wj = O. In local coordinates (Xl,X2, .. "X n ), W is given by 

and the Wij satisfy 

ii) 

In local coordinates, 

a a 
w = L Wij - 1\ --

. . aXi ax j 
t,) 

i) Wij = -Wji 

~ aWik aWkj aWji 
L...J Wmja + Wmi-

a
-- + Wmka = 0 . 

m=l Xm Xm Xm 

~ af ag 
{f,g} = (w,df 1\ dg) = L...J Wi j -a . -a .' 

.. X t x) 
t) 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

In particular, {Xi, X j} = Wij( X). If we know the bracket of the coordinate functions, 

we know the components of wand therefore the Poisson bracket. 

A function F : Ml ~ M2 from a Poisson manifold (Ml, Wl) to another one, 

(M2' W2), is called a Poisson mapping if 

{foF, goFh = {f,gh of 1.13 

for all f, g E C OO (M2 ). In terms of tensors, F .. Wl = W2. Two Poisson manifolds are 

called isomorphic if there exists a diffeomorphism F : Ml ~ M2 which is a Poisson 

mapping. 

Given fEN, define a vector field Xf by the formula 

Xf(g) = {f, g}. 
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Leibniz' rule implies that XI is a derivation in the algebra structure of N. The 

vector field XI is called the Hamiltonian vector field generated by f. In terms of 

the Schouten bracket, 

XI = [w , fJ· 1.14 

An infinitesimal automorphism of a Poisson manifold is a vector field X sat

isfying Lxw = 0, where Lx is the Lie derivative in the direction of X. Let XI be 

a Hamiltonian vector field. Then 

1.15 

In other words, XI is an infinitesimal automorphism of w. Another consequence of 

the Jacobi identity is that {x/lf E N} is a Lie algebra under the Lie-bracket i.e. 

[XI, XgJ = X{J,g} . 1.16 

A function f such that {f, g} = 0 for all 9 E N is called a Casimir. It satisfies 

[w,fJ =0. 

Given vector fields Xl, X 2 , we can form the 2-tensor Xl 1\ X 2 • Using formula 

1.5 we calculate 

1.17 

Therefore, if Xl, X 2 , and [Xl, X2J are linearly dependent, the 2-tensor Xl 1\ X 2 is 

Poisson. In particular we have the following Lemma: 
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Lemma 1.1 If {f, g} = 0, then XI 1\ Xg is Poisson. 

Proof 

Using 1.16, 

Therefore, XI, Xg, and [XI, Xg] are linearly dependent, and XI 1\ Xg is Poisson. iii 

1.3 Lichnerowicz [16] considers the following cohomology defined on the tensors of 

a Poisson manifold. Let (M, w) be a Poisson manifold. If we set B = C = W in 

formula 1.4 we get 

[W, [w, AJ] = 0 

for all tensors A. We can define a coboundary operator Ow acting on the tensors on 

M by assigning to each p-tensor A the (p + 1 )-tensor owA given by 

OwA = -[w, A] . 1.18 

We have o~A = [w, [w, AlJ = 0 and therefore Ow defines a cohomology. We dellote 

the nth cohomology group by Hn(M,w). 

Let WI, W2 be two Poisson tensors on the manifold M. The two brackets WI, W2 

are called compatible if WI + W2 is also Poisson. This is equivalent to [w}, W2] = o. 

Compatibility is a non-trivial condition since it involves a nonlinear condition on the 

components of WI and W2. If WI and W2 are compatible, then any linear combination 

of WI and W2 is Poisson. 
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Lemma 1.2 Suppos e WI is Poisson and W2 = aWl x for some vector field X. 

Proof: 

Lemma 1.3 Let {fi I i = 1, 2, ... } be a collection of functions in involution, 

and denote XI; by Xi. Then the Poisson tensors Xi 1\ Xi and Xk 1\ Xl are compatible. 

This follows immediately from formula 1.5. 

1.4 A symplectic manifold (M,w) is a manifold M together with a closed, non-

degenerate 2-form w. M must be of even dimension 2n. The associated isomorphism 

fL: TM ~ T*M 

extends naturally to a tensor bundle isomorphism which is still denoted by fl. Let 

>. = fL- I
, fEN = C=(M) and let Xj = >'(df) be the corresponding Hamiltonian 

vector field. Then 

{f,g} = Xj(g) 1.19 

defines a Poisson bracket on M, which we call the symplectic bracket or the standard 

Poisson bracket. 

Darboux's theorem provides local coordinates (ql, ... ,qn, PI, ... ,Pn) on M such 

that 

Then 

n 

W = L dqi 1\ dPi . 
i=1 

1.20 

1.21 



and the tensor W = A( w) is given by 

n 8 8 w=2:- A -. 
i=l 8qi 8Pi 

21 

1.22 

i.e w has constant components. We next consider tensors whose components are 

linear functions of the coordinates. 

Let g be a Lie-algebra, and let g* be the dual vector space. For a E g define 

the function ~ a: g* ~ R by 

1.23 

where ( , ) is the pairing between g and g*. Define 

1.24 

Let el, ... , en be a basis of g satisfying 

n 

rei, ej] = 2: cfjek . 1.25 
k=l 

The map 

J-l ~ (~el(J-l),··· ,~en(J-l)) 1.26 

gives a global coordinate chart for the manifold g* and the coordinate functions 

n n 

{Xi,Xj} = {~ei,~eJ = ~[ei,ejl = 2: cfj ~ek = 2: cfj Xk . 1.27 
k=l k=l 

Therefore the matrix of the Wij = {Xj,Xj} consists of functions linear in the Xi'S. 

This bracket is known as the Lie-Poisson bracket on g*. 

For general functions f, g : g* ~ R we define 

{ }() ( [8f ~~]), f,g J-l = J-l, bJ-l' U r 
1.28 
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where ¥,t Egis defined by 

lim f(f.l + €V) - f(f.l) = (Sf, 11) 
e->O € Sf.l 

1.29 

with 11 E g*. 

N ext we define a representation of g with values in the space of the smooth 

functions on g* . Let g be a Lie algebra and consider the Lie-Poisson manifold 

g*. Given a basis (el, ... ,en ) of g, the coordinate functions (xt, ... ,xn ) satisfy 

{Xi, X j} = L: CfjXk, where cfj are the structure constants of g. Define a representa

tion p of g with values in eeo( g*) by 

1.30 

for all f E eoo ( g*). In other words, p( ei)f = {x i, f} where {. , .} is the Lie-Poisson 

bracket on g*. Consider the cohomology of g with respect to this representation (in 

the sense of Chevalley-Eilenberg [3] ) and use Hn(g, eeo( g*» to denote the nth 

cohomology group. 

Proposition 1.4 

Proof: 

Calculate 

On the other hand, the corresponding coboundary operator for the Cheval.1ey

Eilenberg cohomology can be expressed as 
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Therefore 

In other words, 

where on the right hand side we think of A as a p-linear antisymmetric mapping of 

g into COO( g*). I 

1.5 Remarks on Proposition 1.4 : 

i) This Proposition can be used to replace formulas involving the Schouten bracket 

with equivalent ones involving the Poisson bracket. 

ii) Note that since [w,w] = 0, w is always closed in H2(M,w). If w is Lie-Poisson 

then w is actually exact. So, w considered as a 2-cocycle in H2 ( g*, w) is exact. 

Proof: 

We want to show that 8w X = w for some vector field X. This is equivalent to 

where Wij are the components of w. Take X to be the Euler vector field X 

L: Xi a~i . Then 
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= Wij . I 

The brackets considered in section 3 will also turn out to be exact in the 

cohomology defined by the Lie-Poisson Toda bracket. 

iii) Lichnerowicz [16J calculates the I-differentiable cohomology Hn(N, N) for Pois

son structures of constant rank. Identical calculations for Lie-Poisson manifolds 

combined with remark ii) imply the following: 

iv) Calculating the coboundary operator at the level of vector fields we obtain the 

formula 

1.31 

This formula will be useful later on for explicit calculations. As an immediate con-

sequence we note the following: Suppose XU) = X(g) = 0 and {j, g} = O. Then 

if Lxw is Poisson, the functions j and g remain in involution with respect to the 

new bracket. The same conclusion holds if XU) and X(g) are in the linear span of 

j and g and {j,g} = o. 

Using Proposition 1.4 one can write a similar formula for calculating [WI, W2J, 

and the formula is useful (especially for programming purposes ) in proving that 

two Poisson tensors are compatible. 
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THE TODA LATTICE 

This section presents necessary background on the Toda lattice. See [7,13,15,24] 

for more details. 

2.1 The Toda lattice is a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian 

2.1 

with qo = 'qN+l = O. This system is completely integrable. We can find a set of 

functions {Hl , •.• , H N} which are constants of motion for Hamilton's equations 

or 

The first two integrals are: 

and 

. aH 
qi=

api 

. aH 
Pi = --, 

aqi 

Hl = Pl + ... + PN 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

To determine the other constants of motion, we use Flaschka's transformation [7] 

1 
bi = --Pi· 

2 
2.6 
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Then 

2.7 

2.8 

In matrix form these equations become 

L= [B,L] , 2.9 

where L is the Jacobi matrix 

o 

L= o 2.10 

0 

and 
0 al 0 o 

-al 0 a2 

B= 0 -a2 0 2.11 

o 

2.2 Consider R2N with coordinates (ql,'" qN, Pl, ... PN), the standard Poisson 

bracket 

2.12 

and the mapping F: R2N ~ R 2N-l defined by 
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Define a bracket on R2N-I by 

{j,gh = {joF,goF}s' 2.14 

We find easily that 

and 

1 
{a ' b'+I}1 - --a' . I, 1 - 8 I, 

all others brackets are zero. Omitting the constantfl, we get a Poisson bracket given 

by 

{ai, bdl = -aj 
2.15 

HI = bi + b2 + ... + bN is the only Casimir. This bracket, being linear in the 

coordinates, is Lie-Poisson. The Lie algebraic background is explained, for example, 

in Kostant [13]. We denote this bracket by WI. 

We wi11later prove that 

2.16 

for i, j ~ 1 . 

2.3 The quadratic Toda bracket appears in conjunction with isospectral deforma-

tions of Jacobi matrices. First, let ..\ be an eigenvalue of L with normalized eigen

vector v. Standard perturbation theory shows that 

2.17 
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where grad denotes (:a~ , 

satisfies 

... , a~:). Some manipulations show that grad A = U>' 

MU>' = ANU>' , 2.18 

where M and N are skew-symmetric matrices. It turns out that N is the matrix of 

coefficients of the Poisson tensor from 2.2, and M, whose coefficients are quadratic 

functions of the a's and b's, can be used to define a new Poisson tensor. We denote 

this quadratic bracket by W2. The defining relations are: 

2.19 

all other brackets are zero. This quadratic bracket has det L as Casimir, and it 

will be shown in the next section that the e;-:;envalues of L are still in involution. 

Furthermore, W2 is compatible with WI. We also have 

So 

M grad A j = A j N grad A j V j . 

Mgrad ~ L A~ = L A~-I Mgrad Aj 

= L A~ Ngrad Aj 

1 
= Ngrad --" AI.+1 

1+1L.,., J 

Set HI = tTr O. Then 

Mgrad HI = Ngrad H/+1 . 2.20 
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These are the so-called Lenard relations. We generalize them in section 3. It is not 

clear why the manipulations just described should produce Poisson tensors, and our 

arguments in section 3 are based on different ideas. 

Finally, we remark that further manipulations with the Lenard relations for the 

infinite Toda lattice, followed by setting all but finitely many aj, bi equal to zero, 

yield another Poisson bracket, Wa, which is cubic in the coordinates. The defining 

relations for Wa are: 

all other brackets are zero. 

{ai, aHlh = aiaH1bj+1 

{ai, bda = -ajb; - at 

{ai, bi+lh = aib;+l + at 

{ ai, bi +2}a = aia;+1 
{ai+l, bi}a = -a;aHI 

2.21 

The bracket Wa is compatible with both WI and W2 and the eigenvalues of L 

are in involution with respect to W3 as well. In the next section we show that these 

three brackets are only the beginning of an infinite chain. 
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MULTIPLE HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES 

3 In this section we prove Theorems A and B mentioned in the introduction. We 

construct an infinite sequence of vector fields X n , for n ~ -1, and an infinite 

sequence of Poisson tensors W n , n ~ 1, satisfying 

i) Wn are all Poisson. 

ii) Wi and wi are compatible for all 2, J. 

iii) The functions Hn = ~Tr Ln are in involution with respect to all of the Wn . 

3.1 We define X-l to be 

N a 
grad Hl = grad Tr L = L abo 

i=l ' 

and X o to be the Euler vector field 

It is easy to verify that 

[Xo, X] = (r -l)X 

if X is a vector field homogeneous of degree r, and 

[Xo, w] = (r - 2)w 

if W is a 2-tensor, homogeneous of degree r. 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 
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3.2 We want Xl to satisfy 

3.5 

Following a suggestion of Walter Oevel we find such a vector field by considering 

the equation 

3.6 

Note that the left hand side of this equation involves a tridiagonal matrix while the 

right hand side is pentadiagonal. We look for B as a tridiagonal matrix 

We get the conditions: 

o 
fh 
,3 (33 

... ... ) 

3.7 

We want to choose a, (3, , so that the right hand side of the equation becomes 

tridiagonal. A simple solution is 
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fln = (n + l)an 

In = O. 3.8 

The matrix B is then a skew-symmetric matrix of the form 

o o o 

B= 3.9 

o 

and the vector field X I is defined by 

N-I. {J N. {J 

Xl = L an {Jan + L bn {Jb
n n=l n=l 

3.10 

where 

3.11 

3.3 To construct the vector field X 2 we consider the equation 

3.12 

The calculations are similar to those for Xl. The only difference is that B is now 

pentadiagonal and the system of equations is slightly more complicated. The result 

is a vector field 

3.13 

with 



+(3 - 2n )a~_l bn - l + (4 - 2n )a~_l bn + b~ 

where 

By construction, X 2 satisfies 

n-l 

(J'n = Lbi. 
i=l 

33 

3.14 

3.15 

3.16 

3.4 We now prove that W2 and W3 are Poisson and that Wl, W2 and W3 are mutually 

compatible. Of course, Wl is well-known to be Poisson via Lie-theoretical arguments 

or by direct calculation. 

Proposition 3.1 The vector fields X- lJ Xo, Xl and the tensors Wl, W2, 

W3 satisfy : 

m, n = -1, 0, 1 ; 

n = -1, 0, 1 and m = 1, 2, 3 ; 

n, m = 1, 2, 3. 

Proof: 

i) is a straightforwal:d calculation. It shows that the vector fields X-l Xo, Xl 

give a representation of sl(2, R). 
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ii) is clear for n = 0, SInce Xo is the Euler vector field; see equation 3.4. We 

remark that for n = -1 and m = 1 the formula reads [X-I,wd = Owo = 0 even 

thought the tensor Wo was not defined. For n = -1, 1 we prove the formula by 

using 1.31. We illustrate the case n = 1, m = 1. 

{an' Xl (an+d} + {Xl (an), an+d - Xl {an' an+d = 

{an' -(n + l)an+!bn+1 + (n + 3)an+lbn+2 }+ 

+{ -nanbn + (n + 2)anbn+1, an+!l - Xl {an, an+d = 

= -(n + l)an+1 {an' bn+d + (n + 2)an{bn+!, an+d = 

= -(n + l)anan+1 + (n + 2)anan+1 = anan+l 

{an' Xl (bn)} + {Xl (an), bn} - Xdan, bn} = 

{an, (2n + 3)a~ + (1- 2n)a~_1 + b~} + {-nanbn + (n + 2)anbn+1, bn} + XI(an) = 

2bn{an, bn}-nbn{an, bn}+(n+2)bn+dan, bn}-nanbn+(n+2)anbn+l = -2anbn 

{an' Xl (bn+1)} + {Xl (an), bn+d - Xda n, bn+d = 

{an, (2n+5)a~+1 +( -1-2n)a~+b;+d+{ -nanbn+(n+2)anbn+!, bn+d-Xl(an) = 

2bn+dan, ba+d+(n+2)bn+dan, bn+d-nbn{an, bn+d+nanbn-(n+2)anbn+l = 

2anbn+1 

{bn, Xl (bn+I)} + {X1(bn), bn+d - Xl {bn, bn+d = 

= {bn, (2n+5)a~+1 +( -1-2n)a~ +b;+d+{(2n+3)a~ +(1-2n)a~_1 +b;, bn+d = 

(1 + 2n)2an{an, bn} + (2n + 3)2an{an, bn+d = 4a; . 

This calculation proves that 

3.17 
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and by Lemma 1.2 it follows that WI is compatible with W2. 

iii) can be proved with similar arguments. First, verify that OWIX2 = 3W3. Using 

again Lemma 1.2 we deduce that WI is compatible with W3. SO we have that 

Now we prove that W2 is Poisson. We make use of the formula 1.4. 

1 
W2] = [ - 2"[Wt, Xl], W2] 

1 . 1 [ 
= 2"([W2, Xl], WI] + 2" [W2, WI], XI] 

1 1 
= -2"[W3, WI] + 2" [[W2' WI], Xl] 

= o. 

Since W2 is Poisson and oW2XI = W3 it follows again from Lemma 1.2 that W2 

and W3 are compatible i.e [W2' W3] = o. This now implies that W3 is Poisson: 

The proof is now complete. [I 

3.5 Now we complete the construction of the infinite sequence of wn's. Since 

3.18 

we define W4 by the formula 

3.19 



and then we continue the sequence inductively by 

for n 2: 4. 

For reference we list the defining relations for W4 in the case N = 3 : 

{ all a2} 4 = tal a2 (b2 b3 - bl b3 + 2b~ + bi b2 + a~ + ai) 

{all bd4 = -al (aib2 + b~ + 2aibl ) 

{aI, b2}4 = al(b~ + a~b2 + 2aib2 - a~b~ + aibl ) 

{allb3}4 = ala~(bl + b2 + b3) 

{a2,bd4 = -aia2(bl + b2 + b3) 

{a2, b2}4 = -a2(a~b3 - aib3 + b~ + 2a~b2 + aib2) 

{a2' b3}4 = a2(b~ + 2a~b3 + a~b2) 

{bl, b2}4 = 2ai(ai + a~ + bi + b~ + bl b2) 

{bl' b3}4 = 0 

{b2, b3}4 = 2a~(ai + a~ + b~ + b5 + b2b3) 

Proposition 3.2 [wn, wn] = 0 for n 2: 1. 
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3.20 

3.21 

This proof is very technical and will be outlined in section 3.13. Assuming this result 

for now, we examine some of the properties of the wn's. 



Proposition 3.3 

Proof: 

This can be easily checked for n:::; 4. Suppose the formula is true for n. 

. 1 
-[wn+I,X-l ] = [3--[Xl ,wn],X-d 

-n 
1 

= n _ 3 {- ([wn, X- l ], Xl] - [[X_I, Xl], Wn]) 

1 
= --3{(1-n)[Wn-l,Xd - [2Xo,wn]} 

n-
1 

= n _ 3 {(I - n)(n - 4)wn + 2(2 - n)wn} 

= -nWn ~ 
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3.22 

Thill Proposition has an important corollary: Wn i= 0 for all n ~ 1. Suppose 

Wn is 0; then it follows from the Lemma that Wn-l = 0, and after a finite number 

of steps we have Wi = 0 for 1 :::; i :::; n. But as we know, Wl, W2, and W3 are non-zero 

and that is a contradiction. Hence, all the Wn are non-zero, and our construction is 

not vacuous. 

Proposition 3.4 

3.23 

This follows from the definition of Wn+l, Lemma 1.2, and the assumption that 

Wn is Poisson which we prove later in 3.13. II 

3.6 We can now prove that all the brackets defined earlier are mutually compatible. 

First we define a vector field X3 by X3 = [Xl, X 2]. Now we calculate 



-[Wl, X 3 ] = - [Wl, [Xl, X2 J] 

= -[Xl, [X2 ,WlJ] + [X2 ,[Wl,Xl J] 

= [Xl, 3W3] - [X2 , 2W2] 
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Therefore we have that Wl and W4 are compatible. W2 and W4 are compatible by the 

definition of W4 and the fact that W2 is Poisson, and W3, W4 are compatible since 

and Proposition 3.2. 

Now we use induction. 

Proposition 3.5 

Proof: 

[W3,W4] = -OW4W3 

1 
= '30W40W4X-l 

=0 

Vi, J. 

We already proved that [Wi, Wj] = 0 for i, j :::; 4. 

Suppose 

i,j :::; n . 

Let 1:::; i :::; n. Then 
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by the induction hypothesis. If i ::; n - 1, the last term is zero by the induction 

hypothesis. If i = n, it vanishes by Proposition 3.4. Therefore [Wi, Wj] = 0 for all 

i, j ::; n + 1. I 

3.7 Let 

1 I HI = -Tr L 
l 

It is known that Wl, W2, W3 satisfy the so-called Lenard relations 

Mn grad HI = Mn - 1 grad Hl+1 , n = 2,3 Vl 3.24 

where Mn = matrix of W n. We want to show that the Lenard relations hold for 

all values of n. We denote the Hamiltonian vector field of HI with respect to the 

nth bracket by X? In other words, 

3.25 

For example, the equation 3.24 is equivalent to X? = Xr;/. We prove the Lenard 

relations in an equivalent form 

Proposition 3.6 

Proof: 

To prove this we need the identity 

3.26 

which follows easily from X1(H1) = (l + 1)H1+1 and 3.25. Therefore 



(n - 3)X~+1 = [Xl, x~l- (l + l)X~+1 

= [Xl, x~+lll- (l + l)X~+1 (induction) 

= (n - 4)Xl+1 + (1 + 2)X~-I~1 - (1 + l)X~+1 (shifting index) 

= (n - 4)Xl+1 + (1 + 2)Xl+1 - (1 + l)Xl+1 (induction) 

= (n - 3)Xl+1 . 

So if n > 3 we are done. I 
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3.8 Using the Lenard relations we can show that the functions Hn = 1;Tr Ln are 

in involution with respect to all of the brackets W n . 

Proposition 3.7 {Hi, Hj}n = 0, where { , }n is the bracket corresponding to 

Proof: 

First we consider the Lie-Poisson Toda bracket. We have 

sInce HI is the Casimir for WI. Suppose {Hi-I,Hj} = 0 V j. 

i{Hi,Hj} = {XI(Hi-I),Hj} 

= - [x~, [Xl, Hi-I]] 

= [Xl, {Hi-I, Hj }] + [Hi- b (j + l)X~+l] 

= (j + l){Hi-l, Hi+t} 

= O. 

Now we use induction on n. Suppose 



Then 
{Hi, Hj}n+t = Xi+l(Hj) 

= Xi+l(Hj ) 

= {Hi+l,Hj}n 

=0. I 

Another way to prove this is to use 

= (1 + j){Hi' Hi+dn-l + (1 + i){Hi+l' Hj}n-l - Xl(O) 

=0 

if n i= 4 and replace Xl with X2 if n = 4. 

3.9 It is straightforward to verify that the mapping 
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is a Poisson map between the Poisson manifolds defined by W2 and Wl + W2. Since 

f is a diffeomorphism, we have the isomorphism 

3.28 

In other words, the tensor W2 encodes sufficient information for both the linear and 

quadratic Toda brackets. An easy induction generalizes this result: i.e. 

Wn ~ ~ (n -:-1) Wn-j . 
j=O J 

3.29 

Of course, the right hand side is a well-defined Poisson tensor since all the brackets 

are mutually compatible. 

The function Tr L 2-n, which is well-defined on the open dense set det L i= 0, 

is a Casimir for Wn for n > 2. The proof uses the Lenard type relation Mn grad>. = 
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A M n - 1 grad A satisfied by the eigenvalues of L. M n , denotes again the matrix of the 

tensor W n. To prove this last equation, one uses the equation Mn 2: A~-l grad Ak = 

M n- 1 2: A~grad Ak. But 

for 1= 1" ", N + 1, has only the trivial solution because the (Vandermonde) coef-

ficient determinant is nonzero. 

Proposition 3.8 For n > 2, Tr L2-n is a Casimir for W n, on the open dense 

set detL f O. 

Proof: 

For n = 3, 

1 
Ma grad Tr L-1 = Ma L - A2 grad Ak 

k k 

1 
= L - A2 Ak M2 grad Ak 

k k 

= - L Ml gradAk 
k 

= -Ml grad Tr L = xi = 0 . 

For n > 3 the induction step is as follows: 

1 
Mn grad Tr L2- n = Mn grad L n-2 

k Ak 

1 
= L (2 - n) n-l Mn grad Ak 

k Ak 
1 

= L (2 - n) n-l Ak M n- 1 grad Ak 
k Ak 

n-2 a 
= --M n - 1 grad Tr L -n 

n-3 

= 0 (by induction). I 
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3.10 The next step in the construction is to continue the sequence of vector fields 

Xi'S for i > 3. Recall that X3 was defined by the formula X3 = [XI, X2J. We 

complete the sequence by 

3.30 

We consider Xn as an equivalence class of vector fields. We define Xn rv Yn if 

Xn - Yn = kXHn+l , with k E R. One of the reasons for this definition is the 

following: Equations such as LXl WI = 2 W2 and LXl W2 = W3 do not change by the 

addition of a Hamiltonian vector field to Xl. 

We can calculate directly, using 3.14, that the vector field HX-I ,X2J has an -

component 

and bn-component 

Therefore, 

By adding 2XHa to X 2 we get [X- I ,X2 + 2XHaJ = 3XI and by defining X3 = 

[XI, X 2 + 2X H aJ the formulas 3.30 remain the same. So, by redefining X 2 , we can 

arrange that [X-I,XnJ = (n + l)Xn - l . 

Consider the mapping 
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where A1, ... , AN are the eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix L, expressed as functions 

of ai and bi . We look at the differential of this map defined by F*(X)f = XU 0 F). 

In coordinates, 

The image of XH
2 

under F .. has components 

Define 
N 

'" i+1 0 
ei = 6\ OA.· 

j=l } 

Then one can verify easily that 

This is the well-known Lie algebra of vector fields on the circle. 

By construction, we have that 
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Therefore, Xl and el are F-related, and X 2 and e2 are F-related. This implies that 

[Xl, X 2 ] is F-related to reb e2] and 

By induction, 

More generally, 

Remark: By examining small values of nand m we believe that 

where the equal sign means actual equality and not just equivalence. In other words, 

we can define Xn by j~i [Xi, X j ] with j > i and i + j = nj the definition is un

ambiguous, i.e., it does not depend on how we partition the integer n to obtain 

X n . 

Proposition 3.9 The vector fields Xn satisfy: 

i) 

3.31 

ii) 

3.32 



Proof 

i) Since 

Xn+m(Tr L') = _l_[Xm , Xn](Tr L') 
n-m 

= _l_XmXn(Tr L') - _l_XnXm(Tr L') 
n-m n-m 

1 
= --en - m)ITr L n+m +l 

n-m 

= lTr L n+m +l , 

the formula follows by induction. 

ii ) In proving this property one uses the Lenard relations : 

For n = 1,2,3 we use the following argument: 

[[wI,H,J,Xn] = [[HI,Xn],wd - [[Xn,wd,H'] 

= -en + 1)[Hn+l, WI] + (1 + n)[wn+l, H,J 

= -en + I)X;+1 + (1 + n)x~+l 

= (1 - l)X;+1 . 

We continue by induction on n. We write Xl for X}. 

(n - 2)[Xn, xd = [[Xl' Xn-d, xl] 

= -[[Xn-l,xd,XI ] - [[XI,XI],Xn- l ] 

= -(1- 1)[Xl+n-I, Xl] + (1- 1)[Xl+I, Xn- l ] 

= (1- 1)(1 + n - 2)XI+n - (1- l)lXl+m 

= (1- 1)(n - 2)Xl+n . 

Since n > 2 we get [Xn, xd = (1- I)Xl+n. IS 

The proof of Theorem A, promised in the introduction, is now complete. 

46 
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3.11 It is interesting to ask what happens when we apply Xn on W m. Do we get 

wn+m ? Can we get these higher brackets independently of the choice of nand m? 

As we have seen, this is true for WI, W2, W3, and W4. 

It turns out that w~l) = -[X2,W3], w~2) = -HX3,W2], and W~3) = -HX4,Wl] 

give three new brackets different from W5. But 

= - ([Xl, X 2], W2] 

= - [[X2, W2], XI] + [[W2, Xl], X 2] 

= [2W4,Xl ]- [X2,W3] 

- 2W5 + w(l) - 5' 

so each one of them is a linear combination of the other two. Similarly, w~3) = 

- HX4, Wl] = tW5 + tW~l). We shall define an equivalence relation on 2-tensors that 

will make W5, wP), w~2), and w~3) all equivalent, and therefore, up to equivalence, 

the homogeneous bracket of degree 5 in our sequence will be unique. Similarly, the 

various homogeneous brackets of degree n = 6 will be equivalent to each other, 

except one which is equivalent to o. Before we define the equivalence, we should 

note that the functions H, remain in involution with respect to all possible brackets 

defined by the Xn because 

{Hi, Hj}m = {Xn(Hi),Hj}m-n + {Hi,Xn(Hj)}m-n - Xn{H;,Hj}m-n 

= (n + i){Hn+i,Hj}m-n + (n + j){Hi,Hn+j}m-n - Xn(O) 

=0 

and by induction. 
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3.12 We make the following definition: A Poisson bracket t will be called trivial if 

[t,Hz] = 0 3.33 

for all I, where H, = tTr L'. We define w rv w' if wand w' are compatible, and 

w - w' is a real multiple of a trivial bracket. So iv - w' = kt, where k E Rand t 

is a trivial bracket. Of course, t must be Poisson since wand w' are compatible. 

This defines an equivalence relation. Geometrically it means that the Hamiltonian 

vector fields XH, are the same in both brackets. An example of a trivial bracket is 

Xi A Xi where Xi denotes the Hamiltonian vector field generated by Hi with respect 

to the bracket WI. There are examples of trivial brackets that are not of this form. 

Remark: In this and the next subsection we will prove that the various brackets 

Wn are Poisson and compatible, and show that the trivial brackets that occur are 

Poisson. Until we complete the proof, t is trivial will mean that [t, H,J = 0 for all 

I, w is compatible with w' will mean [w, w'] = 0, and Xl is just the vector field 

[wn' Hz]. 

First we prove some Lemmas. 

Lemma 3.10 If t i8 trivial then [Xn, tJ i8 trivial. 

Proof: 

[[Xn' t],Hz] = - [[t, Hz], Xn] - [[HI, XnJ, t] = -(n + 1)[Hl+n' tJ = 0 . I!lIJ 

In particular, if w rv w' then [Xu, wJ rv [Xn' w/J. 



Lemma 3.11 If n - m + 2 = 0 then -[Xn, wm] is trivial. 

Proof: 

-[[wm,Xn],Hz] = [[Xn,H,],wm] + [H"Wm],Xn] 

= (n + l)[Hn+I' wm] - [Xn, xi] 

= (n + l)Xl+n - [Xn, X}+m-l] 

= (n + l)Xl+n - (l + m - 2)Xf+m+n-l 

= (n-m+2)Xl+n' 

Therefore, if n - m + 2 = 0, [[wm' Xn], H,] = 0 . IlilI 
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Lemma 3.12 If n 2:: 4, wn+2 rv Wn+2 where Wn+2 = n:'2 [Xl, Wn+l] and Wn+2 = 

n:'4[X2,wn], 

Proof: 

We have 

[wn+2,H,j = X/+2 = [Wn+2' H,j 

for n > 4, So [wn+2 - Wn+2, H,] = o. IllJ 

Modulo the equivalence relation W rv w'the operators [Xl, [Xl, .J] and [X2' .] 

are the same on the space of Wn 's for n > 4. But using 1.4 we can prove easily that 

if 

-[Xn, w m] = (n - m + 2) W n+m , 

and 

then 
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So, finally we have that -[Xn , wm ] is a multiple of W n+m up to equivalence. 

Combining these results and considering two brackets to be equal if in fact 

they are only equivalent we have the following: 

Proposition 3.13 For all m 2: 1, n 2: -1 , 

Remark: The Lie algebra of vector fields on the circle, which is a Witt-type Lie 

algebra with bracket [Xi,Xj ] = (j - i)Xi+j, has some well-known representations 

[11]. Among them are the following tensor field modules, given by the formula 

[Xn , Pm] = (-a(n + 1) + (3 + m) Pn+m 

where Pn are tensor fields. The formula in the Proposition is the special case a = 1, 

(3 = -1 . 

3.13 To complete the proof of Theorem B we must show that the trivial brackets 

are Poisson, and that the various homogeneous brackets at each level are all Poisson 

and mutually compatible. We will illustrate the proof at the level n = 4,5,6 and 7. 

Consider XI = XH" the Hamiltonian vector field generated by HI with respect to 

WI. This is no loss of generality because the Hamiltonian vector field XI generated 

by HI with respect to Wn can be reduced to X;+I-I using the Lenard relations. We 

form the 2-tensor Xi A Xj. The tensor Xi A Xj is Poisson (Lemma 1.1). 
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Lemma 3.14 If Wn is Poisson, then Wn is compatible with Xi 1\ Xi. 

Proof: 

Since [Xi, W n ] = 0 (1.15), V i, we get 

and therefore Xi 1\ Xi is compatible with Wn. I 

From Lemma 3.11 we know that -[X2 , W4] is trivial. It can be checked that 

this trivial bracket which we call t6 is equal to 

At level n = 4 there is only one bracket, W4. We can now prove that w4 IS 

Poisson. 

1 
[W4, W4] = -2" [W4, [W2, X 2]] 

1 1 
= 2" [W2, [X2,W4J] + 2" [X2, [W2,W4J] 

1 1 
= 4[W2, X4 1\ X2] + 2"[X2, 0] , 

since W2 is compatible with W4. It suffices to show that [W2, X4 1\ X2] = O. But this 

follows from the fact that W2 is Poisson (Proposition 3.1) and Lemma 3.14. 

We now move to the levels n = 5 and n = 6. The bracket t6 = -[X2 , W4] 

is trivial. Other trivial brackets are obtained from this one by applying X n . For 

example, consider 

-[t6,X-l] = [[X2,W4],X-d 

= [[W4, X-I], X 2] + [[X-I, X 2], W4] 

= 3[W3, X 2] + 3[Xb W4] 

(1) 
= 3W5 - 3W5 . 
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Let us set i5 = W5 - w~l). Then, w~2) = j-W5 + tw~1) is also equivalent to W5 since 

(2) 1 1 (1) 1 S"l 1 h (3) ( 4 1 (1») W5 -W5 = '3W5 - '3W5 = '3i5' 1m1 ar y, we ave W5 -W5 = W5 - sW5 + SW5 = 

H W5 - wP») = ti5' To summarize, we have 

W5 - w~1) = i5, 

(2) 1 
W5 - w5 = Si5' 

(3) 1 
W5 - w5 = 5i5 . 

Recall that i6 = -[X2, W4] is egual to 

1 
2"X4 A X2 . 

Using the fact that Xl = 0, we calculate 

Therefore, i5 = tX2 A X3· 

3.34 

We prove now that the brackets on level n = 5 are all Poisson and mutually 

compatible. The strategy is to prove first that w~2) = -HX3,W2] is Poisson. We 

proceed in three steps. 

i) 

[ (2) (2)] [(2) 1 [ ]] W5 , W5 = W5 , - 3' X3 , W2 

1 [ (2) ] 1 [ (2) ] =3'X3,[W2,W5 ] +3' W2,[X3,W5 ] 

1 [ (2) ] = 3' W2, [X3 , w5 ] , 

since [W2, w~2)] = 0, by Lemma 1.2 and the fact that W2 is Poisson. Now it suffices 

to show that [X3,w~2)] is trivial. But 

[X3, w~2)] = [X3, W5 - ~i5] = -[X3, W5]- ~[X3: i5] . 
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-[X3, W5] is trivial by Lemma 3.11 and is actually equal to X6 /\ X2 + tX5 /\ X3 by a 

straightforward calculation. [X3' i5] is also trivial and equal to -X6/\ X2 + tX5/\ X3· 

By Lemma 3.14 we get that [W2' [X3' w~2) J] = 0 and this proves that w~2) is Poisson. 

ii) 

Next we show that w~2) is compatible with i5 = tX2 /\ X3. The proof is similar 

to that of Lemma 3.14. The only difference is that [w~2), Xi] = 0 because 

[W~2), Xi] =. [ - [W2' X 3], xd 

= - [[W2' xil, X 3] + [[X3, Xi), W2] 

= 0, 

by (1.15) and the fact that W2 is Poisson. 

iii) 

Since W~2) + ti5 = W5, and since W~2) and i5 are Poisson and compatible, it 

follows that W5 is Poisson. But now the difference W5 - W~2) is Poisson, therefore W5 

and w;2) are compatible. Using the same argument repeatedly in 3.34 , one proves 

that W5, W~l), W~2), and W~3) are all compatible and Poisson. 

We repeat the same procedure at the level n = 6. Recall the equations 

W5 - w~l) = i5, 

(2) _ 1 
W5 - w5 - Si5' 

(3) 1 
W5 - w5 = 5t5 . 

Apply Xl on both sides of these equations; on the left hand side we get differences 

of all the possible brackets of degree 6 that can be obtained through the use of Xl, 

and on the right hand side we get X2 /\ X4 = -2t6' The only bracket of degree 6 
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that can be obtained by using X 2 is [X2 , W4] which is trivial. The other brackets of 

degree 6 that can be obtained by using X n , n 2: 3 can be decomposed by using 1.5 . 

. So at level n = 6 we have: 

satisfying 

1 
W6 = 2'[Xl, W5] 

(1) 1 [X (1)] 
W6 = 2' l'W5 

(2) 1 [X (2)] 
W6. = 2' l,W5 

(3) 1 (3) 
W6 = 2'[Xl,W5 ]. 

W6 - w~l) = t6, 

(2) 1 
W6 - w6 = 3"t6 , 

(3) 1 
W6 - w6 = 5" t 6 . 

We also have -[X2, W4] = t6 , a trivial bracket, and 

3.35 

which we can call w~4). Note that W~4) _w~l) = ~(w~2) _W~l») = -tt6 and therefore 

W~4) I"V w~l). Finally, 

To prove that all the brackets at level n = 6 are Poisson and compatible we repeat 

the argument we used at level n = 5. First we prove that w~4) = -HX4 , W2] is 

Poisson in exactly the same way, and this implies that w~1) is also Poisson and 

compatible with w~4) and using equations 3.35 we can prove easily that all the 

brackets at level n = 6 are Poisson and compatible. 

The proof for n > 6 is very similar. We use the following: 
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a) Induction to move from one level to the next, 

b) the fact that w rv w' implies [Xn,w] rv [Xn,w' ], 

c) the formula, 

[Xn, Xi /\ Xi] = (i - l)Xn+i /\ Xj + (j - l)Xi /\ Xn+i . 

d) the argument we used at level n = 5 to show that all the brackets obtained are 

Poisson and compatible; i.e we prove that w = - n~2 [Xn- Z, wz] = a[Xn-Z' wzJ is 

Poisson by using the following argument 

[w,wJ = [w,a[Xn-z,wzJ] 

= -a [Xn-z, [wz, wJ] - a[w2' [w, Xn-zJ] 

= -a[wz, [w,Xn- 2J] , 

since wand W2 are compatible, and then we are done by showing that [w, X n - 2 J 

is trivial. This follows from the fact that [wn,Xn-zJ is trivial (Lemma 3.11) and 

actually of the form I: Xi /\ Xi' 

We list the various brackets and relations at the level n = 7. We have the 

following brackets: 

1 
W7 = 3'[X1 , W6J 
(1) _ 1 [X (1)J 

w7 - 3' 1'W6 

(z) 1 [X (Z)J w7 = 3' 1,W6 

(3) 1 [X (3)J 
w7 = 3' llw6 

w~4) = [Xz, W5J 

W(5) - [X w(1)] 
7 - 2, 5 

W~6) = [Xz, w~Z)J 

w~7) = [X2' w~3)J , 



and the relations 

where 

and 

W7 - W~1) = ~t7 
W7 - W~2) = .!.t7 

9 
(3) 1 

W7 - w7 = 15t7 

(4) (S) t' 
W7 - W 7 = 7 

W~4) _ W~6) = .!.t~ 
3 

(4) (7) 1 t' 
w7 - w 7 = 5" 7 , 

t~ = ~X4 /\ X3 - Xs /\ X2 = [X2' ts ] . 
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Since W7 rv w~4) (Lemma 3.12) we have that all the brackets in level n = 7 are 

equivalent. 

One can check that at level n = 7, the trivial brackets are generated by Xs/\ X2 

and X4 /\ X3 as one should have expected. Every trivial bracket at this level is a 

linear combination of these two brackets. Of course, any linear combination of these 

two brackets is still Poisson by Lemma 1.3. 
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3.14 Remarks We conclude by asking some questions and indicating topics that 

should be investigated. 

Let 

v = {XI [X, 'H] c 'H} , 

and 

Vo = {XI [X, 'H] = o} . 

The Hamiltonian vector fields XH, are in Vo. Clearly, if X = {X_l,XO,XI , ... } 

then X C V. Is X a basis for the quotient space V \ Vo? What is the analogous 

description of the space W = {WI, W2, ••. } and W \ Wo ? Here Wo = {wi [w, 'H] = o} 

are the trivial brack~ts. We also proved that [X, W] c W. What is the precise 

characterization of X? 

By studying small dimensional examples we believe that Wn has no global 

Casimirs for n > 2. Tudor Ratiu pointed out that this is not an uncommon situation. 

In his work with Arthur Mazer they show that the dual of the semi-direct product 

of gl(n) with sym(n) has no Casimirs. However, on the cone where the symmetric 

matrices are positive definite there is a Casimir. 

There are many questions about cohomology. For example, it can be easily 

proved that Xl is not Hamiltonian and that [Xl, W3] = o. Therefore, Xl defines a 

cohomology class in HI(M,W3). On the other hand [XI,wn ] f. 0 V n f. 3. If 

[X, wd = [X, Wj] = 0 for if. j, is X necessarily Hamiltonian? That will mean that 

you cannot modify X 2, so that [X2' W4] = 0, without disturbing the other brackets. 
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R-MATRICES 

4.1 Let g be a Lie algebra. A linear operator R : g -)0 g is called an r-matrix if 

the formula 

[X, YjR = [RX, Yj + [X, RYj 4.1 

defines a Lie algebra structure on g. We denote by gR the Lie algebra g equipped 

with the bracket [ , jR and call the pair (g , gR) a double Lie algebra. 

The modified Yang-Baxter equation is given by 

[RX, RYj- R([X, YjR) = -[X, Yj . 4.2 

If R satisfies the modified Yang-Baxter equation then R is an r-matrix. 

Example: An important example of solutions of the modified Yang-Baxter equation 

is the following: Let g be a Lie algebra with decomposition g=gl EEl g2 where gl, g2 

are subalgebras. Let Pi: g -)0 gi be the projections and take R = PI - P2. Then 

R satisfies the modified Yang-Baxter equation and 

As a special case, we take 

g= gl(n,R), 

gl = lower triangular n X n matrices and 

g2 = n X n skew-symmetric matrices. 

4.3 
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Then Pl(X) = x_ + Xo + x~ and P2(X) = X+ - x~ where X+, Xo and x_ are the 

strictly upper, diagonal and strictly lower parts of x. R is given by R = P2 - Pl. 

Define 

4.4 

where L is a Jacobi matrix, and set 

[X, Y].pn = [X, <Pn(Y)] + [<Pn(X), Y] . 4.5 

Finally, given functions j, g : gr ~ R we define a bracket by 

4.6 

The pairing we use is (A, B) = tTr AB. It is understood that the space gr is 

identified with g;j- = symmetric n x n matrices and then we restrict functions to 

tridiagonal symmetric matrices. The gradients \1 j and \1 g are evaluated in gl. 

Consider the tensor 7r n corresponding to the bracket just defined and recall the 

Poisson tensors Wn of section 3. We conjecture that, up to an irrelevant constant 

7rn = Wn \j n. We will prove this statement for n = 2 and n = 3. 

We use the following notation: 

Eij = n X n elementary matrix with a 1 on the ij entry and 0 everywhere else, 

Hi = Eii, 

Xi = Ei,i+l, 
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Note that hi form a Cartan subalgebra for sl(n, R), Xi are the positive simple 

roots and Yi are the negative simple roots. We record the formulas 

(hi, hi+d = -t, 
(hi, Hi} = !, 
(hi, Hi+1) = -t, 

all other pairings are zero. First we consider 

¢1(X) = R(Lx + xL) . 

Taking into account only the tridiagonal terms we calculate: 

Since 
N N 

L = I: bjHj + I: aj(xi + Yi) 
i=1 i=1 

we can evaluate easily the expressions 

and we get 
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All other brackets are zero. Therefore, we have proved that 7r2 = W2. 

Now consider n = 3. In this case 

Taking into account only the tridiagonal terms we calculate: 

[Vai, V ai+1]t/>2 = -aiai+1 hi + ajai+1 hi+1 + (ai+l bH'2 + ai+lbi+I)Yi + (ai bi+1 + 

ai bi)Yi+1 

[Vai, Vbi+dt/>2 = -(ai bi+1 +aibi)hi-aiai+1xi+I -2aiai+1Yi+1-ai-laixi+(3b;+1 + 

b; + 3a;+1 + 4a; + a7-1)Vi 

Since 
N N 

L= LbiHi+ Lai(Xi+Yi) 
;=1 ;=1 

we can evaluate the expressions 

and we get 
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{ai, bd = (biHi + bi+l Hi+l, (-aibi+l - aibi)hi) + (aiXi, (-b;+1 - 3b; - a;+l - 4a;-

3a;_1 )Yi) + (ai-l Yi-l, ai-l aiXi-l) + (aiXi-l, 2ai-l aiYi-l) + (ai+1Yi+b aiai+l Xi+1) = 

-2a·b~ - 2a~ , , , 

+(ai+lXi+l, -2aiai+1Yi+l) + (aiYi, -ai-laiYi) + (aiXi, (3b;+1 + b; + 3a;+1 + 4a; + 

ar-l)Yi) = 2aibr+l + 2a~ 

and all other brackets are zero. Therefore, we have proved that 71"3 = W3. 

For n 2: 4 we are unable to prove that 7I"n = Wn because there are no explicit 

formulas for Wn when n 2: 4. Actually the brackets WI, W2, W3 are quite different 

from the ones with n 2: 4. The first three brackets are local in the following sense: 

If we examine the non-zero terms of their component matrices we find that they 

lie near the main diagonal. Far from the diagonal all entries are zero. On the other 

hand Wn for n 2: 4 is non-local. The component matrix is not banded near the 

diagonal and there are non-zero terms far from the diagonal at every row. 

However we have checked using Macsyma that Wn = 7I"n for n ~ 10 for N = 5 

i.e. using 4 a's and 5 b's. For this reason we believe that the result is true in general. 
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GENERALIZED TODA FLOWS 

5.1 It can be shown that the equation t = [B, L] is equivalent to the equations 

of motion generated by the Hamiltonian H2 = tTr L2 on the orbit through the 

Jacobi matrix L of the coadjoint action of the lower triangular group on the dual of 

its Lie algebra which can be identified with the symmetric matrices. This situation, 

which corresponds to sl(n,R), can be generalized to other semisimple Lie algebras. 

We use the notation and definitions from Humphreys [10]. 

Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra, 

<I> a root system for g, 

.6. = {all· .. ,az} the simple roots, 

H a Cartan subalgebra and 

ga = {x Egl[hx] = a(h)x V h E H} the root space of a. If a E <I> then 

dim ga = 1. Suppose ga is generated by Xa and g-a is generated by Ya. Define 

(3 = H EEl i:a< oga. There exist an automorphism 0' of g, of order 2, satisfying 

O'(xa) = Ya and O'(Ya) = Xa. Let k = {x EgIO'(x) = -x}. Then we get the direct 

sum decomposition g= (3 EEl k. The Toda flow is a flow on a coadjoint orbit of (3* and 

the coadjoint invariant functions on g*, when restricted to (3* are in involution. 

The Jacobi elements are of the form 

and if we take 

1 1 

L= Lb;h;+ La;(Xai+Yai) 
1=1 ;=1 

1 

B = La; (Xai - YaJ 
1=1 

5.1 

5.2 
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this generalized Toda flow is of the form 

t = [B,L]. 5.3 

We illustrate this interpretation with an example. 

Example 5.1 Let g= A2 = 81(3, R) = 3 x 3 matrices of trace O. The rank is 

equal to 2 and we denote the simple roots by all a2' The root al + a2 is denoted 

bya3 and the x"" with a < 0 are denoted by y",. 

Consider the Borel subalgebra (3 consisting of the lower triangular matrices 

0 0 n hl = -1 
0 

C 0 ~ ) , h2 = o 1 
o 0 -1 

0 0 n Y"'l = 0 
0 

G 
0 n Y"'2 = 0 
1 

So (3 = H E9 L:O'>o yO' where H is a Cartan sub algebra and yO' is a generator for 

the one dimensional subspace corresponding to the root -a. 
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We have a decomposition 9 = (3 E!7 k where k are skew-symmetric, and the decom-

position is as follows: 

Yi = Yi + 0 5.4 

Xi = Yi + (Xi - Yi) . 

Therefore we get an isomorphism 

(3* ~ kJ. 5.5 

where kJ. = {A E 8 l( 3, R) I Tr AB = 0 V B E k} are the symmetric matrices in 

g. 

with 

(

0 0 
83 = 0 0 

1 0 

Now we describe the isomorphism 

It is given by 8 ~ 8* where 8*(Y) = (8 , y) with 8 E kJ., Y E (3, and we may take 

(A,B) = ~Tr AB. 



Explicitly, 

Finally, 

hHhI) = 1 

hr(h2 ) = -~ 
hr(YOIi) = 0 , 

An element of (3* can be written as 

Define the coordinate functions of (3* 

Then 

6A i 
6J.l = YOIi 
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5.6 

5.7 

5.8 
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It turns out that the Jacobi matrices of trace zero lie on a coadjoint orbit in 

13* and we have the Kirillov-Kostant symplectic bracket defined on the symplectic 

leaf. So we take /1- = Blhi + B2hi + Alsi + A2si, and to calculate the bracket of 

two functions j, 9 : 13* -+ R we use the formula 

We calculate 

8F 8G 
{F,G} = (/1-, [8/1-' 8/1-])· 

4 2 
{Al' B l } = (/1-, [Yal' 3hl + 3h2]) 

= (/1-,2Yal) 

2 4 
{A2' B 2} = (/1-, [Ya2' 3hI + 3h2]) 

= (/1-,2Ya 2) 

Similarly we get that all other brackets are zero. 

5.9 

5.10 

If one considers gl(3, R) = sl(3, R) EEl B31 ,where I is the identity matrix, 

then the Jacobi matrices are given by 

5.11 
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The brackets of the variables al = A l , a2 = A2, bl = Bl + Ba, b2 = Ba + B2 - Bl , 

and ba = Ba - B2 (where Ba commutes with everything) are given by 

{al,bd = {AbBl +Ba} 

= {AbBd 

= 2A2 

= 2a2 , 

= {A2, -B2} 

= -2A2 

= -2 a2 

5.12 

and all other brackets are' zero. So, up to an irrelevant constant we get the Lie-

Poisson bracket defined in 2.2. The Jacobi matrices in the new variables become 

a~) . 
ba 

5.13 
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5.2 We now consider the semisimple Lie algebra of type B2. 

Example 5.2 Let g= B2 which we represent as 5 X 5 matrices. The rank is equal 

to 2 and we denote the simple roots by etl, et2. The root etl + et2 is denoted by 

et3, the root etl + 2 et2 is denoted by et4, and the X OI , with et < 0 are denoted by 

YOi' 

Consider the Borel subalgebra (3 consisting of the lower triangular matrices in 

B2 

h, = (I 
0 0 0 

1) 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

(! 
0 0 0 

!l 
-1 0 0 

h2 = 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 
0 0 0 

Y., = (! 
0 0 0 

!) 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 -1 

(! 
0 0 0 

I) 
0 0 0 

Y0I2 = 1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 0 

Y., = (! 
0 0 0 

I) , 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 -1 0 
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o 0 0) 000 
o 0 0 . 
000 
o 0 0 

So again (3 = H EB 2:0'>0 yO' where H is a Cartan subalgebra and yO' is a generator 

for the one dimensional subspace corresponding to the root -a. 

We have a decomposition g = (3 EB k where k are skew-symmetric, and the decom

position is as follows: 
hi = hi + 0 

Yi = Yi + 0 

Xi = Yi + (Xi - Yi) . 

Therefore we get an isomorphism 

(3* ~ k.l.. 

where k.l.. are the symmetric matrices in g. 

with 

o 
1 
o 

-1 
o 

~ ) , 
-1 
o 

5.14 

5.15 
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83 = (l 
0 1 0 

{I) , 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 -1 0 

" = (! 
0 0 1 

~l) 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o . 
0 0 0 0 

-1 0 0 0 

N ow we describe the isomorphism 

(3* ~ kJ.. 5.16 

It is given by s --+ s* where s*(y) = (s , y) with s E k.l., Y E (3, and we take 

(A,B) = tTr AB. 

Explicitly, 

Finally, 

hr(h1 ) = 1 

hr(h2 ) = 0 

h~(Y<>i) = 0 , 

h~(hd = 0 

h~(h2) = 1 

hHY<>i) = 0 , 

5.17 
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An element of /3* can be written as 

5.18 

and we have coordinate functions on /3* 

with gradients 

DEi _ h. 
bJ.L - I' 

5.20 

A Jacobi element in /3* can be written as J.L = BI hr + B2h~ + Al si + A2s~, and 

to calculate the bracket of two functions j, g : /3* -l- R we use again the formula 

We calculate 

= (J.L, YO/ l ) 

= /-l(YO/ l ) 

5.21 
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5.22 

Similarly we get that all other brackets are zero. 

In analogy with A 2 , if we add a multiple of the identity to the Jacobi elements, 

i.e. a term B31 ,where I is the identity matrix, then the Jacobi matrices are given 

by 

o ) o 
o . 

-AI 
B3 -BI 

n.23 

The brackets of the variables al = AI, a2 = A 2 , bl = BI + B3, b2 = B3 + B 2 , and 

b3 = B3 (where B3 commutes with everything) are given by 



{a2, b2} = {A2, B3 + B 2} 

= {A2 ,B2 } 
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and all other brackets are zero. So, up to an irrelevant constant we get a Lie-Poisson 

bracket with non-zero terms 

5.24 

The Jacobi matrices in the new variables become 

C 
al 0 0 

o ) al b2 a2 0 0 

L~ ~ a2 b3 -a2 0 
0 -a2 2b3 - b2 -al 
0 0 -al 2b3 - b1 

5.25 

5.3 There is a natural inclusion of B2 into A4 which we now describe. 

Denote by /32 and /34 the Borel subalgebras of lower triangular matrices for B2 

use capital letters Hi, Yai • We give the inclusion i : /32 ~ /34 for Jacobi elements: 



i(hd = HI + H2 + H3 + H4 

i(h2) = H2 + H3 

The dual of i which we denote by i* is easily calculated and is given by: 

·*(H*) - 1 h* 1 h* 2 1 --1--2 
2 2 

i*(Hn = !:.h; 
2 

i*(H;) = !:.h; 
2 

·*(H*) - 1 h* 1 hoi< 24--1--2 
2 2 

i*(S;) = sr 

·*(S*) * 2 4 = -SI . 
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5.26 

5.27 

When we consider a central extension of A 4 , as we did for A 2 , an element of f3~ + /1 I 

can be written as 



where 
1 

/1 = 5'(b1 + b2 + ba + b4 + bs) 

4 1 1 1 1 
f31 = -b1 - -b2 - -ba - -b4 - -bs 5 5 555 

3 3 222 
f32 = -b1 + -b2 - -ba - -b4 - -bs 5 5 555 

2 2 233 
f3a = -b1 + -b2 + -ba - -b4 - -bs 5 5 555 

1 1 1 1 4 
f34 = -b1 + -b2 + -ba + -b4 - -bs 5 5 5 5 5' 

Applying i* to >. we get 
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5.29 

,*(>.)_(b1 -bs )h* (b2 -b4 )h* (a1 -a4 ) * (a2 -aa) * I z - 2 1 + 2 2 + 2 8 1 + 2 82 + /1' 5.30 

It can be easily checked that i* is a Poisson mapping between the Lie-Poisson 

brackets of A4 and B2 and therefore the linear Toda bracket on A4 restricts to the 

linear Toda bracket on B 2 • The question then is the following: Can we restrict the 

quadratic Toda bracket, using i*, from A4 to B2 to obtain a new bracket on B2? 

The answer is negative. For example if we calculate 

which clearly is not a function of al - a4, a2 - aa, b1 - bs , b2 - b4. Similarly, one 

can show that the cubic bracket of A4 does not restrict to B 2 • 

5.4 In order to transfer the quadratic Toda bracket from A4 to B2 we will use 

the Dirac constraint formula which we now describe. For more details, see Oh [19]. 

Proposition 5.3 Let Xo be a point in a Poisson manifold M and let U be 

a neighbourhood of Xo which is isomorphic to a product S X N with S symplectic 
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and N Poisson as in Proposition 0.1 of the introduction. Lei POI) a = 1,," ,2k, 

be functions on U such that 

N = {x E UIPa(x) = constant} . 5.31 

Denote by (PaP) = {Pa,PP}, and by paP the inverse of (PaP)' Then the bracket 

formula for the Poisson structure in N is given as follows: 

2k 

{F,G}N(X) = {F,G}M(X) + I)F,Pa}M(X) pap(x) {G,PP}M(X) 5.32 
a,p 

for all x E N, where F, G are functions on Nand F,G are extensions of F, G to 

a neighborhood of M. 

Dirac's formula does not depend on the extensions F, G but only on F and G. 

Recall that the Jacobi matrices for A4 and B2 are given by: 

C 
al a a 

~) , 
al b2 a2 a 

L~ ~ a2 b3 a3 

a a3 b4 a4 

a a a4 b5 

and 

0 0 

o ) a2 0 0 
b3 -a2 0 

-a2 2b3 - b2 -al 

0 -al 2b3 - bl 
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We define 

pz = az + a3 
5.33 

It is clear from examining the Jacobi matrices that we obtain B z from A4 by setting 

Pi = 0, i = 1,2,3,4. We then calculate the matrix P = {Pi,Pj}. 

1 
{PllPZ} = '2(ala2 - a3 a4) 

{PllP3} = a4 b5 - albl 

If we evaluate at a point in B2 we get 

{Pl,P2} = 0 

Therefore P is given by 

{PbP4} = 2al b3 

{P2,P3} = - 4a2b3 

{P2,P4} = -6azb3 

o 
o 

4a2b3 
6a2 b3 

5.34 

5.35 

5.36 



and p-l is the matrix 

P -l _ 0 

( 

0 

- 3 = lO~lba 
lOa2ba 

o 
o 
1 

5a1 ba 
1 

- lOa2 ba 

3 
lOa1ba 

1 
lOa2 ba 

o 
o 
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- 5a!ba ) 

lO;2 ba o . 
o 

5.37 

Using Dirac's formula we get a homogeneous quadratic bracket on B2 given by: 

{ } 
_ ala2(3ba-b2-2bd 

al, a2 - lOba 

{ b} - -adlOblba-2blb2-3b~-a~) 
al, 1 - lOba 

5.38 

The bracket satisfies the following properties which are analogous to the quadratic 

sl(n, R) Toda. 

i) It is a homogeneous quadratic Poisson bracket. 

ii) It is compatible with the B2 Lie-Poisson bracket. 

iii) The functions Hn = ~Tr Ln are in involution in this bracket. (L here is the 

Jacobi matrix for B2)' 
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iv} We have Lenard type relations M2 'V H, = MI 'V Hl+I where M I, M2 are the 

component matrices of the linear and quadratic B2 Toda brackets respectively. 

v} The function det L is the Casimir. 

We conjecture that the only bracket satisfying all five properties is the one just 

obtained. In 5.5 we will give an example of a polynomial quadratic bracket which 

satisfies properties i} - iv} but not v}. Note that the B2 quadratic bracket 5.38 

is defined on the open dense set Tr L i= O. If we use the 4 X 4 representation of 

B2 ~ C2 we again obtain a quadratic bracket which is defined on an open dense 

set. 

In the case of C2 the Jacobi matrix is given by 

o 
5.39 

and we get a quadratic bracket by restricting the corresponding bracket on A3 to 

the submanifold defined by PI = al + a3 = 0, P2 = b4 - b3 - b2 - bI = O. Of course, 

we restrict by using Dirac's constraint formula. In this case the bracket is defined 

everywhere except on the set b2 + b3 = 0, i.e. Tr L = O. 

5.5 Let M be a Coo manifold, COO(M) the algebra of Coo real valued functions 

on M and x( M) the Coo vector fields on M. Let X E X( M) and define a bracket 

on COO(M) by the formula 

{j,g} = fXg - gXf . 5.40 

The Jacobi identity is easily verified. Note that if f, 9 are constants of motion for 

X, i.e. Xf = Xg = 0 then {j, g} = O. 
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Even though the bracket defines a Lie algebra structure on COO(M), it is not a 

Poisson bracket because the Leibniz rule is not satisfied! Nevertheless, we can still 

get a Poisson bracket by defining locally 

5.41 

and then extending to arbitrary functions in COO(M) by 

5.42 

We denote the associated 2-tensor by Wx. 

Proposition 5.4 If f, 9 are constants of motion for X we still have {j, g} x = 0 

Proof: 

=0. m 

One of the questions that we would like to answer is the following: Given a 

vector field Y and a Poisson tensor w, when is Lyw Poisson? For this reason we 

would like to investigate Lywx. 

Let X = 2:~=1 CKI a~1 ' Y = 2:~=1 (31 a~1 and E = 2:~=1 Xl a~1 . First we calculate: 



'" OXi of {Xi, F} = ~ Wkl~~ 
VXk VXI 

k,1 

of 
= LWila 

I XI 

of 
= L(XjUI - XIUi)-

I OXl 

of of 
=xiLuI--UjLXI-

I OXI I OXI 

= xiX(F) - ujE(F) . 

The iph component of Lywx is given by 

= Xi[X(,Bj) - Y(Uj)] - Xj[X(,Bi) - Y(Ui)]+ 

+ Uj,Bj - ,BiUj + UjE(,Bi) - uiE(,Bj) . 

If we define D(X, Y)ij = ujE(,Bj) - UjE(,Bi) then we have 

Lywx = W[X,Y] + X 1\ Y - D(X, Y) . 

If Y is a homogeneous vector field of degree r, then 

Lywx = W[X,Y] + (1- r)X 1\ Y . 
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5.43 

5.44 
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Remarks 

i) If Y is homogeneous linear vector field then the mapping X -+ Wx commutes 

with the Lie derivative; i. e. 

Lywx = W[X,Y] . 

ii) In the situation of section 3, let X = Xi = XHn Y = Xi = XHj. Then 

and we have a representation of the trivial brackets as Lie derivatives of Poisson 

tensors. 

iii) In the setup of section 3 let X = X2, the Hamiltonian vector field generating 

the flow ofthe Toda lattice, and Y = X-1 • Then [X, Y] = 0, and we get a quadratic 

bracket LX_l W X2 = X2 A X- 1 which is clearly Poisson, it is compatible with Wt, 

the constants of motion Hi commute in this quadratic bracket and we have Lenard 

type relations. However the Casimir in this bracket is (Tr L)2 - 3Tr L2. 

iv) Similarly, in the B2 case we can take X to be the Hamiltonian vector field 

generated by Tr L2 and Y = E:=l at. Then [X, Y] = 0, and therefore Lywx = 

X A Y defines a quadratic polynomial bracket for B2 which satisfies properties i) 

-iv) of 5.3 but the Casimir is (Tr L)2 - 5Tr L2 . 
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TRANSVERSE STRUCTURES 

6.1 Given a semisimple algebraic group G we can ask the following general ques

tion: How are the elements of G partitioned into conjugacy classes and how do these 

classes combine to form G? The problem can be simplified as follows: Given an ele

ment x E G we have the Jordan decomposition x = Xs Xu where Xs is semisimple (i. 

e. dld.gonalizable) and Xu is unipotent (i.e its eigenvalues are all 1). The conjugacy 

classes of semisimple elements are classified by T jW where T is a maximal torus 

and W is the Weyl group. Therefore, the problem is reduced to the study of the 

variety of unipotent elements. This problem was posed by Steinberg in [21], see 

also Brieskorn [4]. The study of unipotent classes in G is equivalent to the study of 

nilpotent classes in g, where g is the Lie algebra of G. These questions are impor

tant for understanding the topological and algebraic structure of G as well as the 

representation theory of G. In our case we are interested in the following aspect of 

the problem which we state at the level of Lie algebras. Given a Lie algebra g, study 

the coadjoint orbits in g* and understand the associated transverse Poisson struc

tures. In this section we restrict our attention to orbits through nilpotent elements 

in glen, R). 

This problem may have a connection with simple surface singularities associ

ated with orbits through nilpotent elements. In [4] Brieskorn describes a beautiful 

relation between simple Lie groups and simple surface singularities. The result is 

the following. 

Let G be a simple algebraic group of type An, Dn, E6 , E7 , Es, and let U be the 
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subvariety of unipotent elements of G. U is the closure (J of the regular unipotent 

class G and we have: 

i) There is a unique conjugacy class G', of codimension 2 in U with a' = U - G. 

G' is called the subregular class. 

ii) The singularity of U in G' is a simple surface singularity of corresponding type. 

In the paper by H. Kraft and C. Procesi [14] the result is generalized as follows: 

Let G be a conjugacy class and (J its closure. In general the complement D = a-G, 

of G in C, contains more than one single open conjugacy class. Nevertheless, if Gj 

is an open conjugacy class in D (a minimal degeneration of G ), then one can 

describe the singularity of a in Gj up to smooth equ.ivalence. If Gj has codimension 

2 in (J this singularity is still a simple singularity of type Aj, where j is determined 

by the Young-diagrams of the conjugacy classes. If Gi has codimension bigger than 

2 the singularity is equivalent to the singularity of a minimal class in the unipotent 

variety of some G Lm. 

We now introduce some definitions and notation following Kraft and Procesi 

[14]. Any nilpotent n x n matrix is conjugate to one in normal Jordan block form 

C Jp2 

JJ' 
6.1 

where 
0 1 

0 1 

Jt = 6.2 

0 1 
0 

is a txt block. 
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We can assume that 

PI ;::: P2 ;::: ... ;::: Ps ; 

This decreasing sequence 'T] = (PI,P2,'" ,Ps) is a partition of n, and there is a one 

to one correspondence between nilpotent conjugacy classes of n x n matrices and 

partitions of the integer n. 

If X, Yare varieties and x EX, Y E Yare two points, we say that the 

singularity of X in x is smoothly equivalent to the singularity of Y in y, if there is a 

variety Z, a point z E Z and two maps if> : Z ~ X, 'IjJ : Z ~ Y such that if>(z) = x, 

'IjJ(z) = y and if> and 'IjJ are smooth in z. It is easily seen t.hat this defines an 

equivalence relation; the equivalence classes will be denoted by Sing(X, x). Assume 

that an algebraic group G acts on a variety X. If ° c X is an orbit under G we 

have Sing(X, x) =Sing (X,y) for all x,y E 0. In this case we write Sing(X,O) for 

the corresponding equivalence class. 

The conjugacy class of the n x n matrix 

o 1 
o 1 

o 1 
o 

is called the regular nilpotent conjugacy class; it will be denoted by Greg. By def-

inition, Greg is associated to the partition (n) and its closure Greg is the set of all 

nilpotent elements in Mn. The class associated to the partition (2,1,1, ... ,1) is 

called the minimal conjugacy class and is denoted by Gmin . Finally, the class as

sociated to the partition (n - 1, 1) is called the subregular nilpotent conjugacy class 

and will be denoted by Gsubreg. The following result is due to Brieskorn [4] 

Proposition 6.1 The singularity of Greg in Gsubreg is smoothly equivalent to the 

simple surface singularity An-I. 
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A n - 1 denotes the (class of the) isolated surface singularity given by the equa-

tion 

6.3 

6.2 We now consider the general situation. Let g be a Lie algebra. Let f.l E g* , 

and denote the alternating bilinear form (x, y) -+ f.l[x, y] by Bw The orthogonal 

subspace of g with respect to Bp. is denoted by gp.. We have 

i) x E gp. iff f.l[x,y] = 0 Vy, and 

ii) gp. is a subalgebra of g. 

By passage to the quotient, B p. defines a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form 

on g/ gp. , and therefore the number dim g-dim gp. is even. 

Let r be the minimum of the dimensions of gp. over all f.l in g*. The set of 

f.l E g* such that dim gp. = r is open in g* and r is called the index of g. An 

element f.l in g* is said to be regular if the dimension of gp. is equal to r. 

One of the problems posed by Steinberg in [21] is to prove that if x E G 

is regular, then Gx is abelian. Here G is a Lie group and x is an element whose 

centralizer G x has minimal dimension. The following result is due to Duflo and 

Vergne; see Dixmier [5] for a proof. 

Proposition 6.2 Let f.l be a regular element of g*. Then the Lie algebra gp. zs 

abelian. 

Let g be semisimple. Let ]{ be the Killing form on g, and IjJ the Killing isomorphism 

of g onto g*. Let x Eg and f.l = ljJ(x). Then 

gp.= {y Eglf.l[Y, z] = 0 Vz Eg} = {y Egl]{([x, yj, z) = 0 Vz} = 
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{y Eg I [x,y] = O} and hence g,.,.= the centralizer of x. 

We shall use these identifications in sl( n, R) without further explanation. We will 

actually work in gl(n, R) but the results also hold in sl(n, R) after some minor 

modifications. 

Another way to describe g,.,. is the following: Consider the coadjoint represen

tation of G on g*, where G is a Lie group whose algebra is g. This representation is 

the dual of the adjoint representation on g. If the isotropy subgroup of fl is denoted 

by GILl then the Lie algebra of GIL is gil' 

6.3 In his paper [25] A. Weinstein proves the so-called "splitting theorem" for 

Poisson manifolds. 

Proposition 6.3 Let Xo be a point in a Poisson manifold M. Then near Xo, M is 

isomorphic to a product S X N where S symplectic, N is a Poisson manifold, and 

the rank of N at Xo is zero. 

S is called the symplectic leaf through Xo and N is called the transverse Poisson 

structure at Xo. N is unique up to isomorphism. 

Now let us return to the case of g*. It turns out that in this case the symplectic 

leaf through fl is the coadjoint orbit 0,.,. through fl. There are some results concerning 

the transverse Poisson structure at fl. Suppose g= g,.,.EBM. Then 

Proposition 6.4 If[ g,.,., M] eM, the transverse structure is isomorphic to the 

Lie-Poisson structure on g,.,. * and is therefore linear (A. Weinstein [26]). 

Proposition 6.5 If [ M, M ] eM, the transverse Poisson structure is at most 

quadratic (Y. G. Oh [ 19] ). 
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The object in this section is to obtain analogous results for the nilpotent elements 

of gl(n, R). 

6.4 We now describe the coordinates we will be using to calculate the transverse 

structure to an element f.l E g*. There is no canonical method for choosing these 

coordinates, but the transverse structure is independent of the choice of coordinates 

up to local isomorphism. We will use the coordinates described in V. 1. Arnold [2]. 

Consider the set gof n X n matrices and the Lie group G = G L( n, R) of all 

non-singular n x n matrices. The group G acts on g according to the formula 

6.4 

(X Eg, (j E G). 

Consider the orbit of a fixed matrix Xo Eg under the action of G. Thus, the orbit of 

Xo consists of all the matrices similar to Xo. Now c0nsider the mapping a: G ---t g, 

given by a( (j) = (j Xo (j-l. The mapping a carries the group G into the orbit of Xo. 

The stationary subgroup G Xo of Xo is mapped to Xo; it consists of all the elements 

of G that commute with Xo. The mapping a induces a mapping of the tangent 

space at the unit element of the group into the tangent space to the orbit given by 

a*(C) = [C,Xo]. The kernel of a* is the tangent space to the stationary subgroup 

G Xo' It consists of all the matrices that commute with Xo. The codimension of 

the orbit of Xo is equal to the dimension of its centralizer. We have the following 

Lemma: 

Lemma 6.6 The vector B is perpendicular to the orbit of the matrix Xo iff 

[B*, Xo] = 0 where B* is the adjoint of the matrix B with respect to the inner 

product (A, B) = Tr (ABt). 
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Arnold also gives a normal form for the centralizer of Jordan matrices and 

that will be the form we will use in calculations. We will describe this form in the 

examples in 6.6. From the normal form one can deduce a formula for the dimension 

of the centralizer of matrix in Jordan block form. If the associated partition is given 

by (pt, P2,·· . ,Ps), the dimension equals PI + 3 P2 + 5 P3 + .... 

6.5 In calculating the transverse Poisson structure we will use the Dirac constraint 

formula. For more details, see Oh [19J. 

Proposition 6.7 Let Xo be a point in a Poisson manifold M and let U be a 

neighbourhood of Xo whicFi is isomorphic to a product S x N as in the splitting 

theorem 6.9. Let Pa, a = 1,· .. , 2k, be functions on U such that 

N = {x E U/Pa(x) = constant} 

Denote by (Pap) = {Pa,PP}, and by pap the inverse of (Pap). Then the bracket 

formula for the transverse Poisson structure in N is given as follows: 

2k 

{F,G}N(X) = {F,G}M(X) + I)F,Pa}M(X) paP(x) {G,PP}M(X) 6.5 
a,P 

for all x E N, where F, G are jllnctions on Nand F,G are extensions of F, G to 

a neighborhood of M. 

Dirac's formula depends only on F, G, but not on the extensions F, G. 

6.6 Since gl(2) and gl(3) contain only regular or subl'egular nilpotents we consider 

some examples in gl( 4) and gl(5). In 6.10 we summarize the results for nilpotents 

in glen) with n ::; 7. 
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i) T'f = (3,1). We consider the nilpotent element corresponding to the partition 

T'f = (3,1). It is subregular: 

(

0 1 0 0) o 0 1 0 
Xo = 0 0 0 0 . 

o 0 0 0 

In this case, the dimension of the orbit is 10 and the codimension is 6. The adjoint 

of the centralizer of Xo consists of matrices of the form 

(

au 0 
al2 au 
a13 al:l 
a14 0 

o 
o 

au 
o 

and the transverse slice in Arnold's coordinates consists of matrices of the form 

One gets this form by choosing a family of matrices of the form Xo + B where B 

is obtained from the adjoint of the centralizer of Xo by collapsing identical entries 

(in this case alland al2 ) down to the lowest possible row. The transverse manifold 

can be obtained by setting 

PI = all = 0, P2 = al2 = 1, P3 = al3 = 0, P4 = a14 = 0, P5 = a2l = 0, 

P6 = a22 = 0, P7 = a23 = 1, P8 = a24 = 0, P9 = a42 = 0, PIO = a43 = O. 

The matrix P = {pi, Pi} is easily calculated; the only non-zero terms are : 

{P2,P6} = 1 

{P3, P5} = -1 

{P4,P9} = 1 



{PS, P9} = -qs 

{P6,pd = 1 

{PS,P9} = -q6 

{ps, PIO} = 1 
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and their skew-symmetric counterparts. We have evaluated the brackets at a point 

in the transverse manifold. The skew-symmetric matrix P is invertible (as it should 

be ); its inverse is a matrix with (non-zero) components 

pI,2 = -1 

pl,7 = -1 

p3,4 = qs 

p 3 ,s = 1 

p4,9 = -1 

p4,IO = -q6 

p6,7 = -1 

pS,lO =-1 

The entries pi,j for i > j are determined by skew-symmetry. We observe that p-l is 

a matrix with linear entries. On the other hand, Dirac's constraint formula involves 

terms of the form {F,pc.} pO/,f3 {G'Pf3}' and these expressions, being products of 

three linear terms, are at most cubic. The (at most) cubic Poisson bracket which is 

obtained by using Dirac's constraint formula is defined by : 

{qI, q4} = q4qg - q3q4q6 - q2q4 

{ql, qs} = -qsqg + q3qSq6 + q2qS 

{q2, q4} = q4q6 - q3q4 



{q4, q6} = q4 

{qs, q6} = -qs 
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and all other brackets are zero. This bracket has four Casimirs, given by h = q3 + q6, 

h = q3q6 - q2, !J = q2q6 - ql and /4 = qlq6 - q4qS· 

ii) 11 = (2,2). 

'Ve consider the nilpotent element corresponding to the partition 11 = (2,2). 

This corresponds to the nilpotent matrix 

H ~). 
000 

In this case the dimension of the orbit is 8 and so is the codimension. The 

adjoint of the centralizer of Xo is given by matrices of the form 

o 
au 
o 

and a transverse slice in Arnold's coordinates is given by 

~) 1 . 

qs 

The transverse Poisson manifold can be obtained by setting Pl = au = 0, P2 = 

al2 = 1, P3 = a13 = 0, P4 = al4 = 0, Ps = a31 = 0, P6 = a32 = 0, P7 = a33 = ° and 
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Pa = a44 = 1. The matrix P = {pi, Pi} is easily calculated and the only nonzero 

terms are: 

{p!, P2} = 1 

{P3,P6} = 1 

{P4, ps} = -1 

{P7,Pa} = 1 

and their skew-symmetric counterparts (of course we have evaluated the brackets at 

a point in the transverse manifold.) The skew symmetric matrix P is also orthogonal, 

so that p-l = pt, the transpose matrix. Therefore the right hand side term in 

Dirac's constraint formula consists of products involving linear terms times constant 

terms times linear terms and is therefore at most quadratic. The (at most) quadratic 

Poisson bracket is defined by: 

{ql,q3} = qlq4 - q2q3 

{ql, q4} = q3 

{ql, qs} = q2qS - ql q6 

{ q!, q6} = -qs 

{ql, q7} = q4qS - q3q6 

{q2, q3} = q3 

{Q2, q4} = q4 

{q2,qS} = -qs 

{ q2, q6} = -q6 

{q3, qs} = q2q7 - ql qs 

{ q3, q6} = ql - q7 



{q4, qS} = ql - q7 

{q4, q6} = q2 - qs 

{q4, qd = q3 

{q4, qS} = q4 

{qs, q7} = qsqs - q6q7 

{qS, qS} = -qs 

{q6,qd=-qs 

{ q6, qS} = -q6 
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and all other brackets are zero. The Casimirs for this bracket are q2 + qs, q2 qs -

q4q6 - q7 - qll qlqs + q2q7 - q3q6 - q4qS and qlq7 - q3qS· 

iii) 1] = (2,1,1), 

Xo= (H H) . 
o 000 

The dimension of the orbit is 6 and the codimension is 10. The adjoint of the 

centralizer of Xo is given by 

e" 
0 0 

a~2 ) a12 au a32 
al3 0 a33 a43 
a14 0 a34 a44 

and the transverse manifold consists of matrices of the form 

( ~ :2 ~ ~) 
qs 0 q6 q7 
qs 0 qg qlO 
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In this case we take Pl = au = 0, P2 = al2 = 1, P3 = al3 = 0, P4 = au = 0, 

P5 = a32 = 0 and P6 = a42 = 0 to obtain a transverse slice. The only non-zero terms 

of P = {Pi,Pj} (with i < j) are: 

and again we have evaluated the brackets at a point of the transverse manifold. 

As in the previous case, p-l = pt, and therefore the inverse matrix has constant 

entries. By the same reasoning as before, the transverse Poisson bracket is at most 

quadratic. 

6.7 When examining transverse structures we will always omit the regular case, 

because in that case the transverse structure is abelian. This can be seen as follows: 

In this case 

Xo= 

o 1 
o 1 

o 1 
o 

and the centralizer is given by matrices of the form 

au al2 a13 

au al2 a13 

An element in transverse coordinates is of the form 



0 1 0 0 

0 1 

0 1 

0 
0 0 1 
qn qn-1 q2 q1 

The characteristic polynomial of such a matrix is 

n 

An - L qi An- i 

i=l 
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and therefore the coordinate functions {q1, q2, ... , qn} are Casimirs. From this it 

follows that the transverse structure is abelian. 

Remark: This result can also be proved by using the splitting theorem 6.3. The rank 

near a regular nilpotent Xo is constant since the orbits near Xo are of maximum 

dimension. Therefore the rank of the transverse structure {qi, qj} is also constant 

near Xo and since it is zero at Xo we must have that {qi, qj} is identically O. 

6.8 Recall the conjectures we stated at the introduction. 

i) The transverse Poisson structure through a nilpotent Il, in suitable coordinates, 

is at most of degree not exceeding the dimension of the maximum Jordan Pock of 

ii) In these coordinates the transverse structure, which is calculated using Dirac's 

formula, is always polynomial. 

We will prove the first conjecture for some special cases. 

First, consider the subregular case. In this case an element in transverse coor-
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dinates is of the form 

0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 

ql q2 q3 qn 
qn+1 0 0 0 qn+2 

The characteristic polynomial for such a matrix is 

n-I 

),n _ (qn-I + qn+2),n-1 + L (qn+2 qn-k+1 - qn_k),n-k + (qn+2 ql - qn qn+l) 
k=2 

and the common level set of the Casimirs can be obtained easily. Eliminating all 

but three variables we get the equation 

6.6 

which is a singularity of type An-I. To prove that the transverse Poisson structure 

is of degree (at most) n-l, we use a formula due to H. Flaschka and T. Ratiu. 

Proposition 6.8 Let iI, 12, ... ,fr be functions on Rr+2. Then the formula 

w{g,h} = dfI /\ ... /\ dfr /\ dg /\ dh 6.7 

where w is a non-vanishing r + 2 form, defines a Po~sson bracket on Rr+2 and the 

functions iI,· .. , fr are Casimirs. 

In our situation we have n Casimirs (the coefficients of the characteristic poly

nomial) and the dimension of the transverse structure is n + 2; therefore we can use 

formula 6.7 to calculate the transverse Poisson structure. Since all the Casimirs are 

(at most) quadratic except one which is linear, the differentials of the Casimirs are 
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all linear except one which has constant coefficients and it follows from formula 6.7 

that the transverse structure is (at most) of degree n - 1. Therefore we have proved 

the following : 

Proposition 6.9 The transverse structure through a subregular nilpotent is of 

degree at most n - 1. 

Generalizing the last example of 6.6 we can prove the following: 

Proposition 6.10 The transverse Poisson structure through the minimal nilpotent 

conjugacy clfLSS is at most quadratic. 

Proof The associated pa1"titi~n is r; = (2,1,1,. ··,1). 

Xo= 

010 0 
o 0 0 0 0 

o o 

and the transverse slice consists of matrices of the form 

0 1 0 0 0 
qi q2 q3 q4 qn 

qn+I 0 qn+2 q2n 
q2n+l 0 q2n+2 q3n 

0 

The transverse slice is given by setting the following functions equal to a constant 

: PI = all = 0, P2 = a12 = 1, P3 = al3 = 0, ... ,Pn = al n = 0, Pn+l = a32 = 

0,··· ,P2n-2 = an2 = o. The matrix P = {Pi,Pj} has the following non-zero terms 

k = 1,3,4,·· ., n 
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and their skew-symmetric counterparts. Therefore, the inverse of P, when evaluated 

at points of the transverse manifold, is constant, and by examining Dirac's constraint 

formula we conclude that the transverse Poisson structure is quadratic. II 

In the intermediate cases we note the following: 

i) In gl(2k,R) the transverse structure throught (k, k) is quadratic. This follows 

from the fact that the transverse variables (the q's) appear only on the kth and 

2kth row. It follows that the matrix {Pi,Pj} is constant. To see this, suppose that 

{Pi,Pj} = qs with 1 ~ s ~ k. In order for this to happen we must have [Ert' ElmJ = 

Eks with r =1= k, 2k and 1 =1= k, 2k. But this can happen only if t = 1 and r = k 

which is impossible, or if r = m and 1 = k which is also imposible. Similarly, 

{Pi,Pj} =1= qs with 2k + 1 ~ s ~ 4k. Therefore the inverse matrix p-I is constant 

and the transverse structure is at most quadratic. 

ii) In gl(2k + 1, R) the transverse structure throught (k + 1, k) is also quadratic. 

This is proved by similar arguments. 

iii) By examining the tables in 6.10 we believe tha.t the transverse structure through 

(k, 1, 1, ... ,1) is of degree at most k. 

Remark: It was pointed out by R. Cushman that the degrees of the transverse 

structures in the tables 6.10 can be obtained by the following formula: For the 

element (PI," . ,Ps) the degree equals Pl - P .. + 1 if PI =1= Ps and is equal to 2 if 

PI = Ps' 

6.9 In example ii) of 6.6 we have seen that the transverse structure through the 

nilpotent (2,2) in gl( 4) is at most quadratic. In other words it is a sum of linear 

and quadratic terms. One can check that the linear and quadratic parts individually 
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also define Poisson brackets. This result is true for an arbitrary manifold. In fact 

we can prove the following: 

Proposition 6.11 Let (111[,W) be a Poisson manifold and let Xo E M. Suppose 

that the rank of M at Xo is zero and W is polynomial of degree at most k. Suppose 

k 
W = l:i=O Wi where the component of Wi are homogeneous polynomials of degree i. 

Then WI and Wk are also Poisson. 

Proof: 

It is known that WI is Poisson [25] and is called by A. Weinstein the linear 

approximation to the structure at Xo. Consider W = L::=I Wi. Since w is Poisson, 

[W, w] = O. Therefore, 
0= [w,w] 

The first and the last terms on the right hand side are homogeneous polynomials 

of different degrees. The first one is linear and the last one is of degree 2k - 1. All 

the other terms on the rie;b.t hand side are of degrees ranging from quadratic up to 

degree 2k - 2. This follows from the local expression of the Schouten bracket 1.6. 

Therefore [WI, wd and [Wk, Wk] must both be zero. III 
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6.10 Summary of transverse structures on gl(n), n::; 7 

In this table we do not include the regular class (whose transverse structure is 

trivial) or the zero class (whose transverse structure is linear). 

g!(& 

Partition of 3 dimension codimension degree of 

of orbit of orbit transverse 

structure 

(2,1) 4 5 2 

~ 

Partition of 4 dimension codimension degree of 

of orbit of orbit transverse 

structure 

(3,1) 10 6 3 

(2,2) 8 8 2 

(2,1,1) 6 10 2 
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gl(Ql 

Partition of 5 dimension codimension degree 

(4,1) 18 7 4 

(3,2) 16 9 2 

(3,1,1) 14 11 3 

(2,2,1) 12 13 2 

(2,1,1,1) 8 17 2 

1ill!!L 

Partition of 6 dimension codimension degree 

(5,1) 28 8 5 

( 4,2) 26 10 3 

( 4,1,1) 24 12 4 

(3,3) 24 12 2 

(3,2,1) 22 14 3 

(2,2,2) 18 18 2 

(3,1,1,1) 18 18 3 

(2,2,1,1) 16 20 2 

(2,1,1,1,1) 10 26 2 
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1ill1L 

Partition of 7 dimension codimension degree of 

of orbit of orbit transverse 

structure 

(6,1) 40 9 6 

(5,2) 38 11 4 

(5,1,1) 36 13 5 

( 4,3) 36 13 2 

( 4,2,1) 34 15 4 

(3,3,1) 32 17 3 

( 4,1,1,1) 30 19 4 

(3,2,2) 30 19 2 

(3,2,1,1) 28 21 3 

(2,2,2,1) 24 25 2 

(3,1,1,1,1) 22 27 3 

(2,2,1,1,1) 20 29 2 

(2,1,1,1,1,1) 12 37 2 
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